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E .  E .  Cummings' poetry has for many years been noted for its 
typographical gymnastic$, which, admittedly, are noteworthy. But �ech-
nic�l innovation alone does not make poetry. A poetry must be .judged 
by its words, as well as by the way they are typed and arranged. This 
thesis is a study of selected words, the motifs of time and.nature, in 
Cummings' poetry. The 'pr;.mary source compx-ises the published volumes of . 
his poetry., Poems 1923-1954, � Poems, and .z! Poems, and . the prose i:six. 
nonlectures, which contains important statements of his poetics. Since 
time and nature are the basic aspects of the human condition, the selec.-
tion of motifs is limited to these two areas. The method of study is by 
discussion that suggests possible interpretations and by tables that 
support the interpretations with multiple recurrences of the ,motifs. 
These motifs indicate that the eccentricities of Cummings' style are not 
the.basis of, but are only inqidental to, his poetry. The motifs of 
nature, word-symbols that represent the cycle of life, show that Cummings 
emphasizes birth and rebirth • . The motifs of time, such as "moment" and 
"now," illustra�e his existential view of·life. The motifs reveal that 
his is a poetry that affirms life, the living now, growth, and renewal • 
. 
ERRATUM: All tables in this-thesis contain a uniform typographical, 
error in transcription. Cummings virtually always jams his p�entheses, 
but the transcriptions as. given here erroneously use conventional.spacing. 
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INTRODUCTION 
As each succeedi_ng volume of E. E. Cummings' poetry was pub_lished, 
the ·line of.critics increased. Thos� who felt negatively towar� his 
poems thought that!little development had taken place, that the technique 
was glaring, that the aesthetic was s�rained, and that the meanings·were 
trivial. The affirmative critics .pointed.to a poet�y that would tak� 
its place among the great literary works of the language. · S .  V. Baum's 
boo}< is ··a collection of crit�cal essays on Cummings. It ·is Baum� s ·opin-. 
ion that Cummings' wri t·ings caused • · contr�versy that is still alive , ·so 
Baum chose what he cQnsidered the most interesting of the critical com-
.-"" . .1 h menta wh��' ·show to wnat extent the controversy ex1sts. W at ·follow,, 
then, are excerpts of the ·diversifi.ed critical comments: 
Kenneth Burke remarks, 
Cummings seems to ha.ve· got himself into a surpr4s�ng tangle 
wnicb keeps him fluctuating:between the cryptic and the moony, 
the comio and the mystically ecstatic--and he frequently grows 
vinQi�_tiv� in ways that show more fancy and invention .than 
matur�ty. 
Von Abele, in answer to the criticisms that Cummings had1not grown, 
states, "This is a serious thing to say about'a body of work which not 
only has-become legendary in it� time; but can also boast a number of 
poems widely praised as first-rate."
3 
1s. V. ·Baum, E.- E. Cummings � � Critics '(East Lansing, Michi.:.. 
san�· 1961), p. vii. 
2
Kenne'th Bu��e, "Recent Poetry," Southe.rn Review, I ( 1935-1936), 
l76-l77. 
3 Rudolph Von \Abele, "'Only to Grow, ' Change · in. the Po_etry of 
E. E. Cummings," PMLA1 .LX� (December,. 1955), 913. 
1 
Ph$.lip Horton says that Cummings ' .ttpersonali ty is one that has 
been a museum-piece in the whatnots of litera�y parlors for the last 
decade . "4 
S • I • · Hayakawa says , "No modern. poet to my knowle.dge · has such a 
clear, child-lik .e perception .as E. E. Cummings--a way of comi .ng smack 
again�t thi .ngs with unaffected delight and wonder." 5 
Thorn Gunn comments that Cummings had·"not yet , to _my knowledge , 
6 written anything .that could be loosely termed · great . "  
Harr�et Monroe says , 
He is as agile · and outraaeous as a faun , and as full of 
delight over the beauties 'and monstrosities of this brilliant t 
and a�rimy old plane�. Th�re is a grand gusto in him , and_ that 
is rare enQugh to be welcomed in any age of a world too . full 
of puli.na pettifoggers and picayunes. 7 
R .  P .  Bl�ckmur says this:· 
Such a.n art when it·pretends·to.measure life is essentially 
vioariou�; it .�s a subst.l.tute for something that never was--like 
a tin soldier· ,  or Peter Pan. It has all the flourish of life 
and every sentim.ental sincerity .  Taken for what i t  is · ,  it ·is 
charming and ·even instructive . Taken solemnly , as it .i$  meant 
tq be , the distortion by which it exists is too much for it , 
and · i t  seems a kind ·of paby talk.8 
2 
4 Ph..ilip Horton and Sherry Ma.ngen , " Two Views of .Cummings," Parti-
!!!!. Review , · IV ( May , 1938 ) ,  60 . 
5 From Samuel I ,  Hayakawa , " I �  Indeed 5 , "  Poetry, XXIII ( 1938) ,  
284-292. 
6 From,Thom Gunn , "Poetry as Written ,"  !!.!.=. Review, XLVI I I  l 
( December , 1958 ) ,  297- 305. 
7
Harriet Monroe , "Fla:r;'e and·Blare , "  Poetry, XXI I I- ( January , .. 1924 ) , 
214-21S. 
8 R. P .- Blackmur , The Double Agent (New York , 1935) ,  pp. 26-27 . 
George Wesolek says: 
Cummings; the
-�po�t i exe,plifies the alienation of the searcher 
for beauty and t�uth f�om the world . Monklike , he follows a 
diso.ipline· which liberates his vision . He turns his head. with 
pride to the heavens and seeks out the st�rs that shine bril­
liantly throtigh dirty windows , or over the towering mountains 1 
of a steel o�ty, or in the mud of a garden path . He p�oclaims. 
the star in man , the mysterY that w�ll· never-be solved by the 
furious machinations of a mind. • • . •. 9 
These �ather diverse.comments do po�nt t9  a c�t�oversy , as Baum 
sugg�sts . And·they . �uggest that Cwnmings ' poetry has not.as yet found · 
its level of appraisal.· Several book-le .ngth st1,1dies aim to. reach more 
definit� conclusions.and asses�ments of ,his pQetry . Ch�rles Nortpn has 
3 
written the definitive ·biography of Cummi.ngs . �o�man Friedman,wrote two, 
books , one on the ·art of Cummings ' poetry and the other on his growth .. as 
a poet . Barry Marks made·a study ,of Cummings ' poetry as it carries ;out 
his aesthetic in techniq�e and themes,  Robert Wegner!s is the latest 
book-length -study; this book treats theme , image , and technique .. of both 
Cummings ' prose and poetry as they relate to Cummings ' idea of · love . 
Several critics have s.u.ggestec;l tha.t his poetry is lyrical . 
Michael Harr�ngton calls Cummings a . lyric poet with a long ancestry and 
says that his finest poems are lyric in the .way Valery defines t�he term ,. 
. 10 "the development of an exclamation . "  John Arthos·says that;Cummings -
9 George WesG>lek , "e.·e .  Cummings: A Reconsideration ,"  Renascence , 
XVIIr ( Fall , 1965), 5. 
10
Michael Harrington , "Modern Idiom , Tra(iit$-onal Spirit, " Common­
weal, LXI ( December io, 1954), 294-2�5. 
is "one of the few modern poets who write about baautifu.+.things 
simply�
"ll· Arthos feels that Cummings is one modern poet 
• • • who has most. consistently aimed at �yric expression in 
the direct manner • • • he has been constantly searching but 
he has always known what he is.aearohing for • • .  truth of 
experience • truth beautiful··beoause it si.ngs ·and is. 
bea�tif'ijl,l2 
John Bishop says that here was another fig'ijre· than 1 Hamlet--"fine , .  imper- . 
; 
tinent; full of shocks and capers , in the midst of some absurd mocking 
suddenly turni_ng surpassingly lyrical . 
1 3  
Here was.Mercutio ." Theodore 
Spencer feels that Cummi.ngs was the best lyric ·po�t of, this .country .
l4 · 
Gorham B. Mu�son.says , "Cummings creates perfect lyrics, and a perfect 
lyric is indefinable' and unanalyzabl� . u15  
Thrall and Hibbard define the lyric: 
A brief subje.ctive POEM strongly ·marked. by lMAGINATION, 
melody , and
. 
emotion , and creating for the reader a sing�e, uni� 
fied impression • • • the c�noeption of the lzric as the ind�­
vidual.and personal emotion of.the poet still holds and.is, 
perhaps, the chief basis for discriminating between .the lyric. 
and other poetic forms. • • • Subjec�ivity , too, is an impor­
tant element of.a form which is the personal expression of 
personal emotion · imaginatively pnrased • . • •  In . a sense ' it 
11 
John Arthos , . "The Poetry of E .  E .  Cummings," American Litera-
tur�.•· XIV ( 1943 ) , 3�2 .  
12
Arthos, p. 372. 
13 John P .  Bishop , "The Poems and Pr.ose of E. E .  ·Cu�mi.
ngs , " 
Southern Review , �V (1938 ), 174 . 
14
rrom,Theodore. Spencer, "Tecnniq\l.e ·as Joy;' Perspective USA,_ II,(Winter , 19 53 ) , 23-29• 
+5rro� Gorham B. Munson , "Syrinx," in , E. E .  Commings :and !E.!. 
Critic, , ed. s. V. Baum , pp . 9�18 . 
could be argued , perhaps , to be not so much a form as.a manner 
of writing. Subjectivity,  IMAGINATION , melody , emotion�-these 
quali tie 's have been fairly· persistently adhered to by the poets . 16 
5 
It wo�ld seem that the establishment of genre is important to any inte�-
pretive study of·a poetry . It will be seen in!this.study and in the 
poems of.Cummings which are discussed that Cummings is a �yrio poet when 
he is at his best and most serious , We will find that he bases his 
impo�tant cr�ations on emotion and feeling , that he. is personal and sub-
j ective . The poems considered are brief; unified , and melodic . · The 
primary source , therefore , consists of his p�lished poetry , Poems , .. 
��� (1954), � Poems (1998), atld 73 Poems ( 1962), and· one other 
work of ·,.Cummings , i :  six non1ectures ,  which is important as a statement 
by the poet on his .writings . 
Before attempting an .analytic�l·study of the,poems of a . modern 
poet%')' whlcll John P. Bishops says is ." . . • as , � elusive as quicksilver 
• , n
17 
we must review Cummings ' aesthetics as discussed .by him . · 
After he had been.tbirty years in print , Cummings accepted the ·Charles 
Eliot Norton.Professorship at Harvard� There he gave a series of lee� 
tures which are . recorded for us in Cummings ' i : six nonlecturesw This 
book tries ·to answer the question , "Who , as a wr�ter , am I?," a . question 
of·interest to his readers and to anyone conce�ned·with his poetry . In' 
this . . slender volume the poet shows his past horne life honestly and 
16will.iam1Flin� Thrall, Hibbard and Holman , A Handboc;:>k to Litera­
� (New York, 1960) ,  pp.  269-270 . 
17B · h 174 · 1s op , • 
18. g�acefully, and h� give� glimpses of notable people whom he has.met. 
Above all, Curnmi.ngs sets down his poetics as clearly as Poe, Coleridge, 
or Wordsworth ever did. But let us read what the poet says he proposes 
to do i� his six nonlectures: 
Le�·me cordially warn you, at the opening of these.socalled 
.lectures, that I haven't the-remotest intention of posing as a .. 
lecturer. Lecturing is presumably a form of teaching; ·and pre� 
sumably a teacher 'is somebody who knows. I never did; a�d 
still don't , know. What has fascinat.ed me is nqt teaching, but · 
learning; and I assure you that if the acceptance of a Charles 
Eliot Norton professorship hadn't rapid)..y entangled itself witb 
the expectation of lea�ning a very great deal, I should now be, 
somewhere else. . • • . • For while a ·genuine lecturer must obey 
the �ules of mental decency, and clothe his personal idiosyncra-· 
sies ·in collectively acceptable generalities, an authentic 
ignoramus remains quite indecently fre$ to speak as he feels. 
This prospect cheers me, because I value freedom; and have never 
expected·freedom to be anything less than indecent. The very 
fact that a burlesk addict·of long standing (who has many .times 
worshipped at the shrine of progressive corporeal revelation) 
finds·himself on the verge of attempting an aesthetic strip­
tease, strikes·me as quite a remarkable manifestation of poetic 
justice; and reinforces my conviction that since I.can't tell 
you what I know (or rather what I don't know) there's.nothing 
to prevent me from trying to tell you who. I am--which I'd deeply 
enjoy ,doing • • • . • But who am I? Or rather--since my drawing 
and painting self concerns you not.at all.--wh,o'is my other self, 
the self of the prose I�d,of the poetry?. Here I perceive a serious problem. • . • 
And do we not all perceive a problem, perhaps serious, as the poet. 
6 
acknowledges? Cummings is certainly writing in a refreshing .and humorous 
vein here. He ·pokes gentle fun at lectures, teachers, and th.e noble, 
formidable institutions of higher learning . But he also pokes fun at· 
•''1?-
1�David Burns, "First Person Singular," Yale Review, XLIII 
(Winter, 1954), 307. 
19E. E. ·cummings, i:six nonlect�es (Cambridge, 1953), p. 3. 
Hereafter the abbreviation .i:six wi1l be used to identify thi.s book. 
himself. And he is honest, wonderfully and. amazi_ngly honest for ·a poet 
7 
of his .fame and esteem. Without any �oubt, the man admits and tabulates 
his weaknesses. These are: poetry that tends-toward the burlesque, a 
freedom that seems excess, and enjoyment of life that unabashedly in� 
eludes the corporeal. The passage has the wisdom,and humer.of the court 
foQl of·literary and historical, tradition. Therefore, like the Fool. 
advising, amusi_ng, and. relievi_na King Lear, pez:haps Cummings can. attempt 
to answer the question that has been asked since the days of Aristotle-� 
"Who, as a writer, am I?" Perhaps Cummings is not as precocious and· 
au�acious as a would-be lecturer might a� first conclude . 
Later in the first nonlecture, Cummings suggests an answer 
to his poetics: 
• • • ;for these two wonderful human beings, -my .. father and my 
mother, loved each other.more than,themselves • . •  as for me, 
I was welcomed as no son.of any king and queen was ever.wel-, 
corned. Here was my joyous fate and my supreme fortune. If 
somehow a suggestion of this illimitable blessing should come 
to you from me, my existence here and·now would be justified: 
otherwise, anything .I may say to you wiil have not the slight­
est signi.ficance. For as surely as each November has its 
April, mysteries only are significant; an4 one mystery-of­
mysteries creates them all . • • •  
(i:six, pp. 10-11) 
And· Cummings quotes from.one of his poems: 
nothing false and possible is love 
(who's imagined, therefore limitless) 
love's to giving as to keeping's give; 
as yes is �o if, love is tq yes 
( i: six, p. · 14) 
It is surprisi_ng, and enco�_aging to those who still believe in the 
family, to ·meet a modern poe� who,respe9ts parenthood� It is more sur-
prisi�g to find a modern poet who believes in a love that is more than 
physiologically orien�ed. What else could a lov.e be that is not false 
and not limited? But most surprising.of all, in a world of machines, 
8 
materialism·and science, is it to discover a poet·who expresses a belief 
in a .force or. god·beyonci mankind; or .what else'are we to assume "one 
mystery-o�-mysteries" is? 
Perhaps the mystery is too oot;nplex for.one word, yet Cummings, 
further on in his nonlectures, gives an important qualifier, He says 
that "· • •  love is the mystery-of-mysteries who creates them all" 
( i: six, .p. 43). Love is the greater, the all-encompass.ing .myst�ry •. 
Love is infinite or limitless • . So, the word'"loye" is not a definition 
of the mysterious force; ''love',' is a qualifier Cummings feels is most. 
.. . 
important, for it indicates·that the mystery that is .oreator is one of 
love. Cummings also shows.this creator �o be a.personal.one by his use 
of " who." Such a supreme personality has no qualifier in any of man's 
languages. If there is a force beyo�d mankind, like Y•hweb of the 
Jewish·tradition, he is unnameable. Cummings also speaks of "a 
mystery called nature" (i:six, p. 43)�. The poet is not. contradictory, 
for " nature'' is a particular mystery that is encompassed 'by. that called 1 
"love. " Nature, certainly, is a very impqrtant·mystery for Cummings, 
since he is consistently concerned with such subjects as spring, flowers, 
and stars. 
Love. and.natu;'e, as man.knows them, ar� bound by time• But man 
must try to overcome time, to make et�rnal what·is truthful and beautiful. 
Yet, as is the frieze on the Grecian urn, man is paradoxically limprison�d 
by the ending of .each moment. Therefore, ano�her.mystery is- the ,poeti­
cal.ly existential· moment. These mysteries are reflected through 
Cummings' use·of motifs. 
9 
CHAPTER I 
MOTIFS OF· TIME · 
In the preface to her book on Sha�espeare ' s  i�agery, Caroline 
Spurgeon says that the i�ages 
• . •  are not.selected to point or to illustrate any precon­
ceived idea or th�sis , but they are studied, either as a whole, 
or in groups , with a perfectly open.mind1 to see what information 
they yield; and'the result comes . often a� a .complete surprise 
to the investigator. 
Spurgeon's study of imagery is also a study of·motifs. A mo�if may be 
defined as a word or image that is recurring and that assumes added sig-
nificance . I too wish to point out some of the connotations of·meaning 
and . feeli.ng that are associated .with ·each of his motifs, to see what 
information the motifs yield . I am not trying to say that Cummings� 
patte�n of imagery or motifs is that of Shakespeare, or that I am attempt-
ing, the exhaustive study that i� Miss Spurgeon ' s. Yet, I would hope 
· that·a study·of Cummings ' motifs will point to a poetic vision of life 
that is expressive of man�s conditio� and'of the poet ' s  sincere and 
rather mystica:Ir view of life . What is searched'for is a pattern in the 
motifs ·that expresses Cummings ' feelings . This pattern . should not only 
show that the motifs exist but they form a view of life as well . 
Ten motifs have been selected to show the·time element of 
Cummings ' poetry . The most important of these "time motifs" are "time" 
1caroline Spurgeon, Shakespeare ' fi  Imagery (Bos·ton, 1960), p. x. 
10 
ll 
itself, "m�ment, " "now," "Spri.ng,u "night'.�. and the comi.ng of night, 
"dawn" and·the comi.ng .of day, and.motifs that have to. do with ·the length 
of existence: It is necessary.to .include tables for each mo�if in this 
chapter as·we�l·as in the succeeding chapters. The tables are merely 
listi.ngs of examples .from. poems where the motifs occur. The inclusion 
of these tables ·will thus enable .a smoother discussion of each motif 
chosen. The·tables are not meant to cata�ogue every occurrence of a 
wo�d'said'to be a motif; therefore a certain amo�nt of selectivity is 
exercised. in choosi.ng the examples. A less frequently occurri.ng motif 
will be referred to as a ·le�ser motif.  It should· be understood that ·I 
have chosen only those words that seem to me to.occur most frequently. 
So there may be a number of possible motifs in Cummings' poetry,that 
this thesis does not discuss or taburlate;. It is hoped, however, that. 
the study of the motifs·chosen will·illuminate the meanings and·pattern 
of those not chosen • .  
The first motif to be considered is the all inclusive one of 
"time .. �· Time is the element wi t;hin �which all men's observations are .. 
most.definitely and finitely set. Time would also be significant or at 
least ines�apable in a poetry,that affirms the mystery of love and·life, 
since the infinite as finite man knows it falls within�time.· All .. the 
objects of Cummings' poems--flowers,. girls, or _God--must be encompassed; 
by time. FrankenbtJ:rg says, "All terms in . nature'are unknowns, becoming 
visible in the brief eternity of an o�served relationship. Poetry is a 
record of such observations." Therefore, when Cummings writes a line· 
or a poem about rain, the rain is not just a representative ·of freshness 
12 
and renewal. "Rain· is incorporated in the symbol. Th�re is rain·in.the 
2 poems. " The ·rain 'is an unknown that occurs in a ·partic\.\lar span of 
time. The poet observes this phenomenon, and his· poem is an attempt· to . 
be tha�· rain. The time of the rain and the time of the poem about rain 
assume added significance. 
mouse: . 
The ·occurrence of an .event within time is. seen in a poem about a 
here's a little mouse)and 
what does he think about,i 
wonder as over this 
floor(quiet�y with 
bright eyes) drifts (nobody 
can·tell because 
Nobody knows, or why. 
jerks .H&re &,here,· 
gr(oo)ving the ·room's·Silence)this·like · 
a little.st 
poem a 




We are not·the same you,and 
i,since here's a little he 
or· is 
it It 
? (or was something we saw in.the mi�ror)? 
therefore we'll kiss; for maybe 
what was Disappeared 
into ourselves 
who (look) . 3 , startled 
2rrom Lloyd Frankenburg, Pleasure D·ome: on Reading Modern· Poetry 
(Boston, 19.49) • pp. 157-194·.· 
3E. E. ·Cummings, Poems 1923-1954 (New York, l954), p. 206. Here­




This poem might at ·first appear to be about a mouse and little else. A 
mouse. is certainly the poem ' s  subj ect on the literal level.. But' .the 
mouse is also ·the vehicle.of another meaning, for.its coming and going 
depicts,the pas�age·of a fleeting moment in time. The app�arance of the 
mouse almost seems an illusion ·Or a dre�m . The comment on life and time , 
here · is reminiscent of Shakespeare. ' s vision ,of illusion and reality . In 
Midsummer� Night ' s  Dream reality .and true lQve shade into the fa.ntasy and 
illusion of the fairy and· comic worlds. In __ the tragedy of Lear dream 
and reality become so confused in the.protagonist ' s  m�nd that he eventu-
ally loses .his·distinction of either. Si�ilarly , in\Cummings ' poem about, 
the mouse , time seems to hover between the real and the unreal . The 
mouse ' s  appearance.and disappearance and the entire ·poem. become a meta-
pho� pf•time . And another interesting thing to note is how the poem 
metaphor�cally becomes the mouse. for it typographically and figuratiV:ely 
depicts the mouse ' s  movements i As· can be seen in this · poem , . the mystery 
of time is a matter ·that apparently . interests Cumming.s a great deal . 
And.Biehop points:out this fact when he says that Cummings is· fascinate� 
with the speed of fr:agments, that the poet ' s  j ob is to set down "this 
fragment of·time.-"4 
A poem th$t may be called a fragment of time is this: 
my,self ,walki.ng in D�agon st 
erie fine August 
night�i j ust 
happened to meet 
4Bishop , p .  ·177. 
"how do you do" she smiling 
said. "thought you 
were earning your living 
or probably dead '1 
so Jones was .. murdered by 
a m�n named Smith and· 
we sailed on the 
Leviathan 
(Poems, p. 226) 
The poem }).ere is a story of shattered life in which time :is broken .. and 
fleeting. Benstock says that this poem is a simple series of events, 
"a �quick drama of life, seen in but · . the twinkling of an eye. • • • n5 
Whether Cummi.ngs writes about mice or men, time is often an essential 
element. 
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We have just looked at two poems that involve .time ·but that do not-
actually .inc·lude any of the time motifs. A review of the motifs selected 
for time.should therefore shed· some light on others of Cummings' poems. 
Certainly the meaning of time as an illusion is explicit in the line, 
"bring this beautiful wanderer/home to a .dream called time."6 The 
wanderer is the apeaker of the poem. Perhaps he is asking:for a life in 
which time is conquered, for such is · what·could be meant by ·"a dream 
called time." The wanqerer seems to be dealing . with an enigma . _of ·life. 
He is apparently Cummings himself. And since 73 Poems is his�last book 
of poetry, it may, be that this phi"ase expresses the poet's · looki.ng t0 
5Bernard Benstock, "All the World a Stage: The Elements of Drama 
in the Poetry .of E. E. ·cummings," Studies in American Literature, ed. 
Waldo McNeir, and Leo Levy (Baton Rouge, 1960), 11�. 
6 E. E. Cummings, 73 Poems (New York, 1963), No. 39, Hereafter; 
the abbreviation 73 will"b'e used to identify this book. 
death. We certainly under$tand what the�poet is saying when�he writes 
"it is by every star/a different time" (�, No •. 45). The relativity of 
time and all thi.ngs is meant. And the involvement of time with m�n ' s: 
life ·is seen in the phrase "simple agony of time" (73, No. 70). "one of 
. 
. --
the 73 Poems can be representative of several poems in that volume-which 
deal with time and death's place in time. 
timeless 
ly this 
(merely and whose. 
not 






ing against the 
shrieking 




all itcreating winds 
(�, No.; 54) 
The poem perhaps may be paraphrased.thus: the oneness of the.poet, a 
creative man, st�nds strongly against the coming of death and·all the· 
incomprehensible forces of.the universe. Suoh an action reminds us of 
Prometheus ' defiance. The falling leaves suggest·the cycle'of ·nature. 
In li:ke manner, the,lyrical·expressions "Time and lilacs" (Poems� 
p .  106 ) and "in time of daffodils" 7 suggest the myst.eries of life ·and 
death and their existences in . time . The end of a flower�s life is 
expressed sharply:. "Time shall surely. reap/anq on Death ' s bl�de lie · 
many a flower curled" (Poems , p .  ·154) . We then read. "there is a time 
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for timelessness" (�, No.. 3 ) ,  and' realize that this line may· mean. that� 
if there is a ·time for life , there is also a time ·for death .· 
The poet also speaks of·one of the brightest times,of life in.man , 
that of love ,  as we see in the last published .poem: "your love:r:- ( looking 
through both life and death )/timelessly celebrates the merciful/wonder 
no .world deny may· or believe." (_!!, No •. 73 ) . And · again· life and death 
are �nvolved even . . in ·the lifetime of love. The use· of "timeles2Jly" 
suggests the power.of··love , however , to conquer time. To believe in 
such . power is to believe in a mystery. At any . rate , when we come to 
sv.oh a line as "mistrusting utterly that timelessness" <E, No . 45) , we 
might feel that there is confusion and _even cont;radicti-on. But when a 
poet deals with a.mystery , there are no answers , no definitions , no� 
applications precisely the same. Perhaps the poet is expre.ssi.ng his· 
natural human.doubt here . Or he·could be trying to show that "timeless-
ness" and all that it stands for are beyond time as man knows it. When 
the poet e�claims , "autumn has gone : wi�l winter . never come?/o come , 
terrible anonymity; enfold/phantom me with the ·murdering m�nus of · cold'' 
(1!, · No • .  6 7), we see that he is lyrical� But ·.we also know that· he. is 
talking about the coming of death , of time ' s  end for him. The illusion 
7E. E. Cummings , 95 Poems (New York , 1958 ) , No. 16 . Hereafter 
the abbreviation � willJbe used to ident ify this book . 
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of life and death is felt in the figure, "phantom me�" Here, then, is a 
·lyrical. poet who expresses more than a surface joy of life, �who goes 
more deeply into the ·meaning of carpe diem than simply "seize the day." 
The motif. of "moment" may illustrate more clearly than that of 
"time" Cummings ' use of the carpe � theme. Certainly the.following 
lines are unmistakably carpe diem:· "Let not thy lust one thr�aded moment 
lose" (Poems, p. 67) ; "the sun • • •  / (never a moment ceasing to begin/ 
the mystery .of day for someone ' s eyes)" (�, No •. 84); and· "the particular 
moment it takes one very falling most • • •  ·star to disappear" (7:3 , 
No. 37). The poet also seems to know the shal1owness.of physical'moments 
alone: "when my sensational moments are no rnore/unjoyously bullied of 
vilest mind" (Poems, p. ·156). And he. speak.s of "fleshless moments" · 
(Poems, p. 159), indicating moments·beyond the physical.\ But most 
important of all is the mystery of any particular moment of·time; 
"believe that not anything which has .ever been/invented can spoil 
this or this instant" (Poems, p. 257) . 
Similat' to the meaning of the motif "moment" is that of "now," 
yet .there is a definite difference between the implications of the two. 
The· phrase "an eternal now" (Poems., p. ·331) occurs· in several places. 
Comparable phrases are "beautiful ·most is ,now" (Poems, p. :403), "your 
any most very amazing now" (Poems, p. 413), and "ama�ing most/now" (�, 
No. 68 )  •· Obvious in many of these usages is the moment, . or now, of love. 
But· the "eternal now" iSQplies connotations of meaning and ·feeling beyond 
those which words express. A phrase definitely about love is this: 
"• • •  tomorrow is our permanent address/ and there they'1l·scarcely 
find us , ( �f they do, /we ' ll ·move away .. st ill further : into now' ·'  (Poems , 
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p .  412) � But the exist ·ential aspect of life in general is ,also implicitly · 
expressed in the$e'lines . Another meani�g of_ "now" involves the,beautiful 
moments in nature felt by the poet and any man : "now (more near our-, 
selves than we )/is a bird singing in a tree" (95, No •. 87 ) .  The ·mystery 
of mankind is expressed with the motif : "and .now you.are and.i am now 
and we're/a mystery which will never happen again,/a m;racle·which has· 
never happened before" (Poems , p .  466). Certainly the element of love· 
is again present . A line that is quite evocative of.the existentialism 
that belongs to Cummings ' vis ion is, "the,sun in his,heaven/says Now" 
(1!, No . 29). We ·must · realize that Cummings never forgets the realistic 
side of his mystical'"eternal·now," for he writes that "between the nib� 
bling timid teethful hours/wilts the stern texture of Now" ( Poems , p .  91 ) .  
Involved her� is the idea that true existential living is no� an  easy 
task, for "now" is "stern," These meanings can be listed for the mGtif· 
"now'-' :  ( l )  "now'' means the physical moment of� love; ( 2) "now"' is love 
for a beau.tif\ilJ. occurrence of nature in tim�; ( 3 )  "now" expresses the · 
poet ' s  existential view of life which means that man can live only in 
time and therefore in the,present, and if he is to make life fu�l and· 
creative he must.try .to make each now an eternal one . Cummings certainly 
recognizes·the fact that such an existentialism is based·on,a mysticism 
wh�ch lies beyond words - or proof . He understands that such living is 
not easy to sustain , much _le$s fully attain . The poet and any manrmust 
.. . 
always search vand strive, and .. this is surely what· Cummings means when he. 
says , "precisely ours/is �the now. to gl'OW" (1!, No . �4). 
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The motifs of "never" and "when" are chosen to give a,representa-
tive covering of the lesser motif of time. A f�w comments should suf-, 
fice ·to s.\lggest the part such words play. Sometimes a lesser motif may· 
be equivalent to . a more important one , as . "when is now" (Poems·'. p. 44 7) . 
At other times a word like "when'··' may. be ·used to show.the nonreality of 
time: . "the never of when" (Poems, p. 463 ) .  Similarly "never" is expres-
sive of the �ague,:incomprehensible.enigmas of life that have haunted1 
mankind down thro.ugh the ages: "so never is most lonely man alone" 
(Poems, p. 435 )  • .  
There are several phrases involving the motif or theme of "being" 
that deserve.comment. One of the most striking of these is, "passing of. 
all shining things" (Poems, p. 35 ) .  A poem that.depicts a very shining 
object, the sunset, is ·this famous piece: 
Among 
these 
red pieces of 
day(against which and 
quite silently hills 









Satanic and bla�� 
a black. goat looki.ngly wanders 
There is nothing left of·the world.but 
into this noth 
ing il .. treno per 
Roma,si-gnori? 
jerk, 
ilyr ,.u�hes .. 
(Poems, pp. 1�9-200) 
The sun is shown, setti.ng _against the bac.lcground of hills which has the 
surrealistic appeara�ce of ttblueandgreen paper.'.' The� a goat appears, 
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seemingly for no. reason at.all. Bishop points.out that Cummings sets up 
a momentary relationship between himself and the· goat wander.ing in· the 
hills. Then the landscape goes, the sky-darkens, an� �he��ain comes. 
The goat does not stan4 for anything except a miracle·of the world. The 
sun setting becomes a creation ·Of·the mind.
8 
To Cummings, all things in nature assume universal proportions • . 
He:writes: "dream's/fragility • • •  ·th� self of this/being"·(Poems, 
p •
. 
439), and "every world, before/silence begins a star" {Poems, p .. 430). 
From the·myste� of self, a finite speck in the universe, to the infinite 
proportions of the stars and'the worlds that make up the universe--
Cummings' intent is to dep�ct the lives of all shining things that meet 
his fancy. And all things, as man.knows them, sc�entifically and intri�� 
sic.ally live their time and fade away. The tables entitled "Words Abo�t · 
Dawn anci Day" and "Words About Night and tl;l.e Coming of Night" serve to 
illuminate further what\we have discussed thus far. 
The motifs ·that help complete Cummings' view of time are those 
that have to do with the cycle of nat�e, those of the seasons . . of the 
8Bishop, pp. 176-177. 
year. By far the most frequently recurring time · motif of Cummings is 
"Spring. " Comparable and contrasting motifs ; "autumn" and "winter," 
relate the meanings · of "Spring" to them . Trees that · are described - as 
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"winterbrief" are · shini.ng thi.ngs or lives in . nature that are less ali�e 
in winter, and · winter , is a traditional symbol of �aeath. Autumn · then 
signals the comi.ng of : death: "autumn is between there and here" (Poem�, 
p. 119 ) , "autumn has , gone:will winte%\ never come?" ( 7 3 ,  No.: 67) ,  and : 
. -
especially "cruelly, love/wa+k · the autumn long ; /the , last flower in . whose 
hair" (Poems, p. 139 ) . The carpe diem theme is clear eno.ugh. It is 
even clearer . with the motif ."Spring," for it is , Spring that will come 
after winter to bring renewal of life . On the surface level the meaning 
is simple , perhaps too simple for some. One could see the � renewal of 
life as reflected in the cycle of seasons as a literary trick worn out 
by , trad.ition and conventional . use. We ·read "the mad magnificent herald ' 
Spring" (Poems, p. 4) and "winter, whom Spring shall/kill" (Poems, P · . 211 ) , 
and we feel that the poetic thought is suitable in that it has had liter-
ary preced�nts. But · we may not be inclined ·to say that the poet is . 
expressing much beyond this ; lyricism , j oyful enough in its place but 
fixed there with ·little chance to move ' to a level greater or deeper. 
Mu�son . says that Cummings' ntopics are the again-and-again-�nd-
�gain· handled themes - of all lyricists ; and what he · says about these enig-
mas does not differ in substance from what has been reiterated. " But · ,  
Munson is . quick to say that the difference is in the freshness with 
which they are felt.
9 
Such a difference is certainly . hard. to illustrate , 
g 
Munson , p. 12. 
I 
for we are to an extent deali_�g with the intangi:ble feeling within the 
poetry . Munson . comments further , "Cummings has jabbed his pen into , 
life , but · he has also twisted it ' in the wound , and . it is . this twist of 
the pen that makes literature . "
10 
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A closet' look at the motif of "Spri_ng" may reveal deeper connota­
tio,ns of meani.ng . The line "sharp lips of Spring11 ( Poems , p. 159) is a 
personification that clearly · involves the physical . When � the poet writes 
"the small spiritual cry of spring/utters a st:ri ving flower�' ( Poems , 
p .  l56 ) , the meaning is . close to what William Blake tried to ' do when pe · 
wrote poetry that blendeq the physical and the spiritu�l into one incom-
prehetlsible totality . Imagination and creativity at'e part · of . the oneness 
of "Spring'' and life : "the imagined galleon - of Spring'' · ( Poems , p .  · 118 ) . 
Love i& part of "Spring" : "where/always/it ',s/Spring ) and everyone ' s/in . 
love and flowe:t's piok ·themselves" ( Poems , p .  103 ) .  Th� · poet or any man 
should be a part · of . Spr�ng : "wholly to be a fool/while Spring is in the 
world" · ( Poems , p .  208 ) .  And ' again , we feel that the existential aspect 
of Cummings ! vision is intrinsic in . all these lines . One of the most 
startling equivalents · of spring is found in the · following : "spring/most 
singularly/ • . •  is/ • • •  Death" ( Poems , p .  313 ) . Spring means winter 
following . Life means death. And ' we see the reverse twist ·of : the life 
and death business in this line : "his autumn ' s  winter . being summer ' s  
spring11 ( Poems , p .  300 ) . Moreovet , as •if death could -be mira�ulously 
overcome , Cummings says , "our . summer in fall/and · in . winter ou� spring/ · 
10 Munsc;>n , p .  18 . 
is the yes : of yes" (1!, No •
. 
4 )  • . n spri
.
ng , " like l'time , " is. given its 
element of nonreality in lines such as " she quickly dr�amed . of s�ring" 
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C.z!, No . 5 )  and "now i lay me down to dream of · Spring" (.z1.; No . 44 � .  If 
the element of sexual love seems to be present in . any of these lines , it '· 
is merely because Cummings involves all aspects of life observed within 
h�s vision ,of ' life . Again , it is as much as Blake tries to do • . 
Frankenb�rg says that Cummings ' . poetry " ·  . •  both rhythmically 
and in idea , · increasingly comes t� depend on calc'J.lated equilibriums . "ll · 
O ' Conner says that Cumm�ngs . attempts to construct a poetry almost 
entirely on . a languc;Lge of connotat ion , "a periphe;ry beyond which 
is · merely confusion . "12 And � Marks CQmments ,  "The particular ·quality of 
experience that Cummings invites us to share is also very like the · one 
.whiqh the Bible · cites in enj oining us , ' he ·who would · find himself , must 
lose himself. ' "1
3 
The study · of .the motifs seems . to give some · direction 
to connotations that might otherwise lead to confusion .. Nevertheless 
discussion may .at . times make the reader . feel . that he is losing himself . 
Pe�haps ultimately it is only in the poet � s · own words that one can . find : 
himself . The following selection , then , c9ncl�des the discuss ion on t ime 
motifs and . points toward the chapter on . nature ' mot ifs : 
ll Frankenbu.rc , p . . 15 3 • 
12william Van , 0 ' Conner , Sense and Sensibi�i ty · , in . . Modern Poetry 
( Chicago , 1948 ) ,  pp . 158-159 . 
13 ) Barry · A .  Marks , E .  ·E .  Cumming�_. (New York-t 1964 -, p .  25 . 
Spring is like a perhaps hand . 
( which comes carefully 
out . of Nowhere )arranging 
a · window , into which · people look(while 
people ' stare 
arranging · and changing placing 
ca�e.fully there a strange . 
thing and a known thing here )and 
ch�ngi.ng everything carefully 
spring · is like a perhaps 
Hand · in a window 
( carefully to 
and fro moving New and 
Old things ,while 
people stare aarefully 
moving a perhaps 
fraction of -flower here placing 
an inch of air there )and 
· 
without breaking anything . 
( Poems , p .  100 ) 
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The tables for the motifs of time follow ( Tab le s I ... l thro_ugh 
· I-10 
and Tables II-l th�o.ugh II-15 ) ,  
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  106 
�' p . , lS4 
Poems , p .  ·261 
Poems ,  p .  367 
Poems , p .  371 
Poems , p . .. 383 
· -�. No . 3 
1§_, No"" 11 
· 95 , .No . 15 
"'' 
TABLE I-1 
TIME MOTIF : · TIME 
First .Line Title Example 
�- ----..-.--- �-�----:------�----c-----� 
light cursed falling · in · 
a si.ngular block . 
time is the garden : colours 
come an� go , 
· 
breathe with me this · fear 
as freedom is a breakfast­
food 
not time ' s  how ( anchored in 
what mountaini.ng roots 
enter� give 
now air is air and thing · 
is th�ng : no b liss 
· 
in time ' s  a nobie mercy 
o� proportion 
!n time of daffodils · 
-(who know - . 
Timea and lilacs 
Time shall · surely reap/and . on Death ' s  
blade lie many a flower curled , 
tell such to murder time 
t ime is a tree ( this life one leaf ) 
not time ' s  how( anchored in what ·mountaining 
roots/of m�re eter.nity ) 
· 
welcomes · welcomes/her dreams his face/ 
. and t ime 1- s  dead 
the courage · to receive time ' s  mightiest 
dream · 
· 
in t ime ' s  a noble mercy of proportion/ 
there ' s t ime fo� l�ughi.ng 
h ' • f • 1 b t ere �s a t1me or t�me essness 
in time · of �affodils/ • • .  of lilacs/ 
-:-of roses/ • • •  of . all sweet th�ngs · 
1\) 
U1 
Vol . & No . 
�' No . 71 
�' No . 94 
:z2, No . 39  
:z2, No . 45 
:z2, No . 70  
:z2, No . 7 3  
TABLE I - 1  ( continued ) 
First Line Title 
stand with your lover on 
the end�ng earth--
being to timelessness as 
it 's to time 
white guardians of the 
universe . of sleep 
what time is it? it is 
by every star 
pity his how illumttable 
p�ight 
all worlds have halfsight , 
see�ng either with · 
Example 
beyond/whatever mind may comprehend/ 
. . .  (when time from time shall set us free ) 
-- --
--how fortunate are you and i ,  whose 
home/is timelessness :  
being to timelessness as it ' s  to time , /  
love did no more b.egin than love will end ; 
bring this beautiful wanderer/home to a 
dre·am called time : 
what time is it? it is by every star/a 
different time , and each most falsely true ; 
confus�ng timelessness and time 
time cannot children , poets , lovers tell--/  
measure i�agine , mystery , a kiss 
mistrust�ng utterly that timelessness 
simple .agony of time 
your lover ( looking through both life and 
death )/timelessiy celebrates the merciful/ 
wonder no world deny may or believe 
aAll motifs will be underlined in all the tables . Cummings does not use italics in 
any of the examples . 
· 
b"Timelessness '-' and "timelessly" are included in this table . I'V 
O'l 
Vo� . & No . 
Poems ; p .  · 8 
Poems , p • .  67 
Poems ,  P •,. 1�9 · 
Poems , p �  . 156 
Poems , . p . 159 
Poems , p .  257 
Poems • p . 211 
�t No . 11 · 
TABLE I-2 
TIME MOTIF : MOMENTa 
First Line Title 
( thee will i praise 
between rivers whose 
notice the convulsed 
or�nge · inch · of moon 
before the fragile , 
gra�ual throne of �ight 
when i have thought of 
you somewhat too much 
when my sensational , 
moments are no more 
will suddenly trees leap 
fr9m winter and all . 
come a _little further-­
why be afraid 
you are · like the snow only 




let not thy lust one threaded moment lose : . 
s ilver minute of eveni.ng 
fr_agile instant 
( the simple instant · of perfect h�nger/yes ) 
when my sensational moments are no more/ 
unj oyously bullied of vilest mind · 
fleshless moments 
( believe that not : anytbing .which has ever . 
been/invented can sport this on this instant 
nothi.ng ·li_ngers/beyond a little ins tan� , 
saharas have their. centuries ;ten thousand/ 
of which are smaller than a rose ' s  moment 
"' 
� 
Vol . & No . 
�� No . 84 
73 , No . 37 
22_, No . 40 
.z!, No . 70 
73 , No . 71 
TABLE I-2 ( continued) 
First Lin� Title 
how generous is that him­
seif the sun 
now that , more nearest 
even than your fate · 
your homecom�ng will be my 
homecom�ng--
pity his how illimitabl� 
p�ight 
how many moments must 
( amazi.ng. each 
Example 
the sun/--arriving truly , faithfully who 
goes/(never a moment ceasing to begin/the . 
mystery of day for someone ' s eye's )  
the particular moment it takes one very 
falling most ( there : did you see it? ) star 
to d{sappear , that hugest whole creation 
may be less incalculable than a single kiss 
the absence of that moment when , a stranger 
takes in his arms my very life who � s  your 
pity his how illimitable plight/who . dies 
at any moment born--
-
how many moments must/ • • • _these more 
than eyes/r&Stroll and stroll 
A.rhts table will include the wo_rd equivalents of "instant". and "minute • 11 
......, 
00 
Vol . & No • . 
Poems , p .  · 9 1 . 
Poems , p •
. 
331 
Poems , p .  399 
Poems , p.  , 4-01 
Poems , .  p • .  4-0 3 
Poems , p .  4-ll . 
Poems , p .  -412 
Poems , p .  4-13 
Poema , p .  46 3 . 
TABLE · I-3 
T IME MOTIF : NOW 
First Lin$ Title 
Cleopatra built 
"Introduction" to New Poems . d . 
as any (men ' s hells having 
wrestled with ) 
· 
dead every enormous . plece 
what over and which under . 
true lovers in each 
happeni.ng of their hearts. 
all ignorance toboggans · 
into know 
· · 
darling1 because my blood 
can , s'i.ng 
honour corruption _villainy 
holiness 
Example 
between the nibbling t imid teethful hours/ 
wilts the stern te.xture of Now 
· 
Life , for eternal us , is· now 
an eternal now . 
pl�nged in eternal �· 
beautiful most is new 
such a forever is · love ' s  any now 
-tomorrow is our pe�anent address/and 
there they ' ll · scarcely find us ( if they 
do ,/we ' ll move away still further : into now 
your leastjyour any most very amazi�g � 
and geoffrey and ' all) come up from . the 
never of . . when/ come into the now of forever 




Vol . · & No . 
Poems , p .  466 
�, No . 85  
�. No . 87 
73 , No . 4 ' - ' 
.z.!, No . 29 
·1!· No . 68  
.z!, No . 69  
TABLE I-3 ( continued ) 
First Line Title 
now all the fingers . of 
this tree ( darli.ng ) have 
here pasture ends--
now (more . near ourselves 
than we ) 
but we ' ve the may 
th� greedy the people 
what is · 
! hope 
Example 
and now you are and i am now and we ' re/ a 
mystery which will never biPpen again , /  
a miracle which has never happened before 
both now alive/creatures (bright if by 
shadowy if) 
· 
now (more near o�selves than we )/  is a 
bird s�ng�ng in . a tree 
precisely ours/is .the � to. grow 
they live for until/though the sun in 
his heaven/says Now· · 
amaz�ng most/�, 
pro�igious a/now of �agnificent sound 
w 
0 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  ·42 9  
Poems , p .  435 
Poems , p .  449 · 
Poems , p .  436 
�' p .  ·447 
Poems , p .  46 3 
TABLE I--4 
MOTIFS OF TIME : NEVER · AND WHENa 
First Line Title 
this (let ' s  remember) day 
died .again and 
so many selves ( so ·many 
fiends an� gods 
�ight ' s  live lurch -
out of more find than seeks 
blossomi.ng are · peopl-e 
honour corruption villainy 
holiness 
Example 
did · you ( kiss/me ) quickly count to �? 
so never is most lonely man alone 
not into nothing and nothing into never/ 
and never into ( touch me ! iove )  forever · 
--- • ,  . 
we played with a piece of when/till · it 
rolled behind forever 
----
when is now 
come up from tbe never of when/cpme into 
the now · of forever 
----
8This 'table is merely meant to suggest the meanings of · Cummings ' use of "never" and · 
"when . "  The possibilities and connotat'ions . are nearly 'rimitless  in Cummings ' more abstract 
words • The meanings or implicat ions of · "never" or "when 'J or any other ahstract word can 




MOTIFS OF TIME : BEINGa 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  20 
Poems , p .  ·35 
Poems . p .  429 
Poems , p .  430 , 
·P�ems , p . _439 
Poems • p .  ·443 
Poems , p •.. 444 
First Line Title 
Puella Mea 
th� glory is . fallen .out of 
this { let ' s  remember ) day 
died _again and 
purer than purest pure 
out of the mountain of 
his soul comes 
who . sharpens every dull 
noone" autumnal this. great 
lady ' s. gaze 
· · poems , p .  44� if a cheerfulest Elephant-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ����lcb��� - .�h���� : ��� . . . . . 
Example 
Eater of all th��gs lovely--Time t � 
passi.ng .of all shini.ng thi_ngs
b 
this day • • • died again and/again ;.0 
. . . 
foreveri.ng ·am .. -
a pilgrim from beyond/the future ' s  future ; 
and/immediate like some/newly r�membered 
dreamd 
every world . be_fore/silence b_egins a stare 
dream ' s/eternity 
bei.rigf · 
• the self of this/ · 
he sharpens is to amg 
her whole life gmiled/"was and will always 
remain : who i am 
Love . only has ever been • is i and will ever · 
be . So 
U) 
I\) 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  449 . 
Poems , p • . 46� 
Poems , p .  111 
P�, p .,. 119 
Poems , p .  142 
Poems , p •. 156 
TABLE I-5 ( continued ) 
First Line ·Title 
�ight ' s  lives lurch 
luminous tendril of 
celestial ·wish 
even a pencil has ·tear ' to 
when i have thought of 
you somewhat too 
conversation ·with my 
friend is particularly 
come ' nothing to my 
cof!lparabie soul 
Example 
loye , stand with me while s ilence s ings/ 
not into nqthing and nothing into ( touch ' 
me ! love ) forevezt/--until i·s a�d shall be 
and was ar� night ' s/total exploding million-
minded whol. · 
· 
teach disappearing also me the keen/ 
illimi t�le secret of b.egin 
s ince the ,orld ' s  but/a piece of eminent 
fz:agility . J 
(the simple instant of perfect h�nger/Yes)k 
' 
my friend ' s . being , out of the · spontaneous 
clumsy trivial ·acztobatic edgeless gesture 
of existence �1
· · · 
come nothing to my comparabl� soul/which 
with existence has conversed in vain ,m 
•••Be�ng" involves any measurement of existence as well as any use . of the ve.rg "to be . " 
bTheae two examples are specifically . illustrative of the traditional carpe diem motif . 
Other examples of carpe diem ·c�n . be ' found in the Table of ttnow , "  and in · tables of the love 
motifs . 
cThis examp�e involves the dy�ng and renew�ng of the existence of each day . w (.&) 
TABLE I-5 ( continued ) 
�his example implies ·the future tense of "is , " and is speaki_ng of �haucer . 
eThe use of "begins" suggests the beginning of the e�istence , and therefore the 
. b.eglnni.ng · of the ." is"
' or bei.rig of �'every world" 'or . "star . "  
fHere the fragility of a dream is associated .with the beirig of the poet ' s  own 
existence . F�agillty s_u_ggests the briefness of· a moment of ·beauty or of life . 
· 
gTh!s line may refer to the poet ' s  own poetic .creat �ng . 
�er life may be that 'of a beloved of the poet or it may be that of .anything of beauty 
he loves . At any · rate , she is fully alive , for the phrase "who i am" sugges ts se.lfhood in . .  
full . be�ng. · · 
1As w!'th "who i ·am , " ' "who" according to Cummings - is a person fully alive and individual . 
Here pas.t , presence and future of all existence is that of love . In love ' s  .time lies eternity . 
j The werld 1 s entire existence is "a piece of eminent fragility .. " 
the -briefness not only · of our own lives but of the world ' s  life as well . 
and meaninglessness of time is also clearly implied . This is the age-old 
and our i!ves be�ng as. grains of sand . · 
What is implied is 
The relativity 
idea of the world 
"l<.rhia example is obviously sexual , but it suggests Cummings ' use of "yes11 in · p lace of 
the verb "is" or the motif ."now . " We �ill · see that· Cummings ca'Ils any moment in life , whether 
l.t be enj oyment of sex , love , or . some small part of ·this ·world--say , a rose , "the simple 
lnatant of · perfect hU:nger/Y�� · "  
1P.or example � ' here the momentary existence of a frierid in ' a conversation is that "yes . "  
mThe . .  use of 11nothing'! is myst ical and philosophic , as is the use of "existence" also . 
Here the poet as much as 'says that he cannot fathom the · incomprehensible infinite truths 
of ' ex.tstence . 
w 
+ 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  4 
Poems , p .  14 
Poems , p .  2 1  
Poems , p .  55 
Poems , p .  100 
Poems , p • . 103 
Poems , p .  ·11� 
Poems , p .  140 
· · Pcema , p ._. l56 
TABLE I-6 
TIME MOTIF :  SPRING 




i am going to utter a tree , 
nobo.dy · 
Spri.ng is like a perhaps 
hand 
who knows if the moon � s  
before the fragile gradual · 
throne <>f �tght · · 
why did yoU: go 
when · my· sensational moments 
are no more . 
Example 
the m�d · �gnificent herald Sprins 
my fragile ·lady wandering/in whose perish­
abl� poise/is the mystery of Spring 
.. J� • 1.n ust-spr1.ng 
it · shall be roses ·and/spring will bri.ng her 
spring is like a · perhaps/Hand in a window/ 
(ca�efully to/and fro moving New and/Old 
things/ • . • ·moving a perhaps/fraction of 
flower here plac.in
.g/ an inch of air there ) 
and/without br�ak�ng anyth�ng .  
where/always/it ' s/Spring) and everyone ' s! 
in. love and flowers pick themsel�s 
the i�gine� galleon of Spring) 
little kittens who/are called spring , . 
the small spiritual cry of ·.spring/utters 
a striv�ng flowe� , 
w 
U1 
Vol . & · No . 
-
Poems , p . , l59 
Poems , p • . 208 
Poems , p .  211 
Poems , p .  263 
Poems , p • . 300 
Poems., p .  313 
Poems , p .  37 5 
Poems , p •
. 
402 
Poems , p .  415 
Poems , p � ;41� 
TABLE I•6 ( continued ) 
First Line Title 
will suddenly trees leap 
from winter :and will 
since feel�ng is first 
you . are like the snow · only · 
somewhere i have never 
travelled ,. gladly beyond 
conceive a man , should he 
hav.e anythi.ng 
Spr�ng ( sidewalks are ) is 
my father moved through 
dooms of love 
· 
love is a spri_ng at which 
if (amo.ng 
trees/were in _(give ) 
Example 
sharp lips of spring 
wholly to be a fool/�hile Spring. is in the · 
world 
winter , whom Spring shall . kill 
you open always petal by petal myself as 
Spring opens/( touch�ng skilfully , 
mysteriously ) her first rose 
(his autumn ' s  winter bti_ng summer ' s  spring 
spring/most si?gular/ly • is • • • De�th 
( and every child was sure . that spring/d�nced 
when she heard my father si.ng) 
love is a spring at which/crazy they drink · 
who ' ve ·c�i�ed/steeper than hopes are fears . 
we are spring 




Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  420 
Poems , p • . , 444 
Poems , p .  ·46 2 
Poems , p . 46 3 
.z!, No . 4 
1!• No . 5 
.z!, No . 44 · 
I.!' No . 63 
TABLE I-6 ( continued)  
Fit:-st Line Title 
nsweet spri_ng is your 
"summer is over 
in/Spri_ng comes ( no-
honour corruption villainy 
holiness 
but we ' �e the may 
the first of all my dreams 
was of 




"sweet spring is your/time ia my time is 
our/time for springtime · is lovetime 
" spring follows winter : /as clover knows , 
maybe" /  (heart makes the s_uggestion ) 
in/Sp�ing comes (no/one asks his name )/ 
a mender/of thi_ngs 
merrily moving through sweet forgiveness 
of spring · · 
· 
our summer in fall/and in winter our . spri?Sl 
i� the yes of yes 
she qui-ckly dreamed of spring 
now i lay me down to dream . of Spring . 
for it ' s  Spring/--irrevocably ; 
w 
.....::1 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p • , 14 
Poems , p .  54 
Poems , p .  75  
Poems , p •. 128 
Poems , p .  ·143 
· po�ma_, .  p .  219 
· poems . p .  413 
95 , No . 6 5  
--·· l 
· 7 3 , Ne-1 10 . - -
. .  � 
TABLE I-7 
TIME MOTIF: APRIL · . 
First Line Title 
Puella .Mea 
into the strenuous brief­
ness 
Paris ; this April su�set 
completely utters 
when you went away it 
was morn�ng 
one April dusk. -
if i have made , my · lady , 
intricate 
darling ! because my blood 
can s·i.ng 
first robin · the ; 
beeause . it/ ' s · A/prtl . 
Example 
lady drift�ng • . • with �ril feet like 
sudden flowers 
into " the strenuous briefness/Life : /hand­
o_rgans and �pril , /darkness , 
this April sunset completely u�tere/utters 
serenely silently a cathedral · 
kiss�ng with little dints/of april , 
one Apri� dusk . • • i entered a mad street 
whose/mouth ' dripped with slavver of spr�ng 
lady through ' whose profound and ·fragile · lips/ . 
the sweet clumsy feet of APri! came/into the 
r�gge� meadow of my soul . 
if a look should april me . 
since becomes why ; /old turns to young/ (winter 
. goodbye ) /april hello , 
· · 





Vol . & No . 
Poems , _p • . 6 3 · 
Poems , p .  �19 
Poems , p .  139 
Poems , p • .  �5 3 
Poems , p .  ·203 
· ·�, No . 45 
· 73 ,  .No . 36 
73 , No .- 67 
TABLE I-8 
TIME MOTIFS : AUTUMN AND WINTER a 
First Line Title 
a wind has blown the rain 
away and blown 
autumn is : between there 
and here 
cruelly , love 
when unto nights of 
au�umn do <iomplain . 
but observe ; alth�ugh 
i love ·you much . (most 
beautiful darl�ng · 
if in the beginning twi­
�ight ·Of Wlnte� Will stand 
enter no {s ilence is the . 
blood whose flesh 
Example 
I think i too have known/autumn . too long/ · 
• • • 0 crazy daddy/of death daric� cruelly 
for us and start/the last leaf whirl�ng 
autumn is : between there and . here/gladness 
flays hideously hills . 
· 
through the autumn in9isputably roaming/ 
death ' s b.ig rotten particular kiss . · 
cruelly , love/walk the autumn long ; the . 
last flower in -whose hair , 
· 
when unto nights · of autumn do complain/ · 
earth ' �  gnastlier trees • • •  when .frost 
trees winte�brief ·surly old 
althougb winter may be everywhere/ • • • 
noone can quite· begin to guess/ ( except 
my life ) the true time of year--
if in the beginning twilight of winter will 
stand/ . .  . ' one/s.pirit s'erenely truly himself; 
autumn has -gone : will winter never come?/ . 
terrible · anonymity I .. . · . {very whiteness : 
absolute · 
A.rh1.a tAhle · is briefer. than that for "spring , '.' bec·ause nspring" is a chief :motif which · 
s.UJg.e.ata tbe mean�ngs of "autumn" and "winteX' . "  · · (JJ 
w 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  42 
Poems , p • .  54 
Poems , p_. 7 5 
Poems , p .  124 
Poems , p . _  380 
Poems , p • .  414 · 
Poems , p .  456 
�, No . 36 . 
TABLE I -9 
TIME MOTIF : WORDS ABOUT DAWN AND ·DAY 
First Line ·Title 
the 'hours rise up .putting 
off stars and its. 
· 
into the. strenuous 
briefness 
Take for example . this : 
the ivory perfum�ng · rose 
up into the silence the 
gre en 
might these be thrushes 
climb:·ing through . almost 
( do· they . · 
to start , to hesitate ; 
to· stop 
yes but even . 
Example 
it is .dawn/th� world/goes forth to murder 
dreams----
· 
the hair-thin tints /of ye1low dawn , 
finally through a�together delicate gestures 
of rain/ a CGlour comes ,  which is mo'rning , 
the· unkind/dawn its muscle amorous 
the yo�ng/morning with a warm world in . 
it/ (kiss me)you will go/on into the 
sunlight the ·fine/sunlight with a firm 
day in it · 
might these be thrushes/ • • • . ( do they/ 
.
" 
• • wonderli.ngly celebrate d�y/and welcome 
eaitth ' s arrival with a soul )/sunlight?yes 
at last perfection ,now and · here/--but . look : 
not · sunlight?yes ! 
God ' s  sunlight . 
+ 
0 
TABLE I-9 (conti�ued )  
. . .  Vol • . . & No . ·  . . .  
·!§_, No . 47 
ll• No . '71 
· -�. No . 78 
· ·].!, Nc , 1 
·I!· No .. · �0- . 
." 73 , Ne .- 6 9  ... 
First Line Title 
out of night ' s  almosT 
Floats a ·colour ( in 
stand · wl.th your lover on 
�he end�ns earth--
all nearnes s  pauses �  
while. a star . ca� grow 
0 the sun comes up-up-up 
!n the open�ng 
your homecoming will 
be my hemecomt;ng 
! hepe ·  
. . . . ... ... .. .. .. .. . . . - .. .. ..  - . . .. . .. .  · .. .. .. .. .. .. . 
Example 
out of night ' s  almosT Floats a colour 
( !n/-to ·day'a bloodlight climbs the 
onlyi.ng/ world) · 
to frolic in such mysteries as birth/ 
and death a day( or maybe even less ) 
si_ngle sweet · d
,
ay 1 s death : 
0 tbe · sun comes up-up-up in the opening/ 
sky(the all the/any merry every pretty 
each/bird si_ngs birds si_ng 
a noone who ,till their. and your 
returning ,/spends the £orever of ··his 
loneliness/dreaming your eyes · have 
�pened to · morning 




Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  43 
Poems , p · �  53 
Poems , p .  76 
Poems , p • .  118 
Poems , p .  124 
Poems , p .  1.50 -
Poem=s , . p .  175 
Poems , p .  210 
TABLE I-10 
TIME MOT I F : WORDS ABOUT NIGHT AND 1 THE COMING, OF NIGHT 
First Line T itle 
The hours rise ·up putting 
off stars and it is 
· 
beyond the brittle towns 
asleep . 
Paris ; this April sunset 
completely utters 
before the fragile gradual 
throne of �ight · 
the ivory perfum�ng rose 
at the ferocious phenomenon · 
o£ 5 o ' clock in the . oblong · 
air, from which a . singular . 
ribbon · of common . sunset is · 
h�ngi.ng, 
it really must 
some ask praise of their 
fell owe 
Example 
night walks scatteri� poems 
the chattering sunset ludicrously/dies , i 
hear only ti
.
dewl:ngs/in ,the last light/ _ 
twitch�ng at the .world 
tWilight (who slenderly descends , / . daintily 




� green brie� ·gesture of twilight 
empty twilight 
and it is 5 o ' clock in the oblong air , 
from which a s ingular ribbon of · common 
sunset is h�g�ng , 
i can � t  sleep ( smoking sawdust/�igarettes 
in the/middle of the night 
( shyly/if a poem should lift ·to/me the 
dist inct country of your/eyes ,  gifted .with · 
green · twilight ) 
· 
. . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . ...  . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . .. � . . . . .
 .. . . . . . . . + "' 
Vol " & No . 
P�, p .  ·217 
Poems , p .  219 
Poems �  p .  248 
Poems , p .  311 
Poem.!.� p . ,  3 6 8  
Poems , .p . 4ll 
· · Poems , p .. 429 
Poems , ,. p .  429 
Poems ,  p .  431 
Poems , p .  46 8 
TABLE I •lO ( continued ) 
First Line Title 
after all white horses 
are in bed 
. out touching hearts 
slenderly 'comprehend 
sunset ) �dges become swiftly 
at dusk 
wherel!:ngs · whenli.ngs 
we love each other very 
dearly 
this( let ' s  remember)day 
die'd :.again and 
hush)/rioones 
swim so now million many 
worlds in each 
luminous tendril ' of 
celestial ·wis·h 
Example 
send life out of me and the night/absolutely 
into me 
like this most early s insle � which t.ugs/ 
weakly at twilight 
sunset )e.dges 
at dusk/j ust when/the 
�ight is filled with birds 
thr�shes . toward dusk 
eye,s of air/not with twilight ' s  first 
thrushes may awake/more secretly than our ( if 
disappear/should · some world ) selves 
this ( let ' s  remember ) day died .again and/ · 
again ; ·whose golden , crimson dooms conceive/ 
an oceani?g 'abyss of or�nge dream . 
noones/ • • • are all breathing bright 
darkness 
· · 
least less than than particle of perfect 
dark 
most ethereal/silence through twilight ' s  
mystery made flesh--/dreamslenqer exquisite · 
white firstful flame/--new moon -1= 
w 
TABLE I-10 ( continued ) 
Vel • .  & . Number .' . . . . . . . . First· . Line Title 
!§_, No • .  4 2  
�, No . 69  
ll' No . 77 
· ·Z!, No .· 3 8  
· · 73 , N o  .• 3 9  
· · 73 , No . 4 9  
' 73 , N� . 5 2  
from spiralling 
ecstatically this 
over us if . ( as what was . 
dusk becomes 
i am : a little church ( no 
great cathedral ) . 
silently it , out of not . 
knowable . 
white guardians of the 
unive'rse of sleep 
faithfully tinying at 
twi�ight .voice · 
who· are you , li�tle i 
Example 




merciful Him whose only now is forever :./ 
standing erect in the deathless truth of 
His presence/ ( welcoming humbly His light 
and proudly His darkness ) · 
yours is the light by which my spirit ' s  
born : /yours is the darkness of �y .soul ! s  
return/--yQu . are my sun , my moon , an� all 
my stars 
not knowable./night/s utmost nothi_ng , 
suns of the night , bri.ng this beautiful/ · .  
wanderer home to a dream c�lled time : 
twilight voice/of deathless deatb ' s  innumer­
able doom : /  • • • acceptance of irrevocable 
t ime 
the gold/of November suns�t/ ( and feeling : 
that if ·day/has to become night/this · is a 
bea�t iful way ) -
� 
� 
CHAPTER II · 
MOTIFS OF · NATURE 
The first poem of Cumm�ngs ! published po�try , "Epitha.4amion , "  is 
essentially the wedding so_ng of all of nature , And .' the term "epi thal-
amion" is appropriate fqr Cummings ' purpose · here in view of its meaning 
as defined by Danz.iger and · Johnson : "J�st as the ode was originally , 
associated with the public ceremony of an Olympic victory , so vario.us 
other lyric• are also associated with some SQ�t of ceremonial . One of 
these is the ep.i thalami on , a song in honor of · a wedding . " 1 Cummings ' · 
so-called marriage lyric for nature b_egins .thus : 
·'\i-
Thou aged unpeluctant earth who . dost 
with qui-vering continual thighs invite 
the th�illing rain the slender paramour 
to toy with thy , extraordinary lust , 
( the sinuous rain which rising from . thy bed 
steals to his wife the sky and hour by .hour 
wholly renews her pale flesh with delight ) 
--immortally whence are the high ·gods fled? 
( Poems , p .  3 )  
Tl)e· setti_ng of this epithalami on seems to be that of the conventiona,l 
·pastoral . But even beyond this rustic scene nature pl�ys a still more 
important part in the celebration of love . In the first stanza rain is 
personified as a lover , the sky as ·his wife , and the earth , representa� 
tive of the totality of nature , as rain ' s  paramour . We -see that nature 
continues to play an essential part throughout the ·poem : 
�arlies K .  Danziger and Wendell Stacy Johnson , ! -Poetry ,Anthol­
� (New York , · 19 6 8 ) , p • 59 • 
45 
Wind beautifully who , wanderest 
over smooth pages of forgotten j oy 
proving the peaceful theorems of the flowers 
--didst e ' er depart upon more exquisite quest ? 
( Poems , p .  3 )  
46 
This first poem of Tulips and .Chimneys is , therefore , a lyrical poem in . . 
celebration of love in which nature plays a� important pa�t � And 
althousP Cummings does make several mythological allus ions in the poem , 
the maj or .emphas is is upon nature--its various descriptions and personi-
fications . Nat�re is as a lady �n .one part of the poem : 
Lady at whose imperishable smile 
the amazed · doves flicker upon sunny wings 
( Poems , p .  6 )  
The marriage of all thi.ngs in nature-.-the uni versa! · weddi.ng ceremony of 
all of nature--occurs in the spring : 
Spring , that omits no mention of des ire 
in 
'
every curve� and c�ling thing , · yet holds 
continuous intercourse--through skies and · trees 
the ·lilacs smoke and poppy ' s  pompous fire 
the pansy ' s  purple patience and the grave 
frailty of daisies--by what rare unease 
revealed of teasingly transparent folds--
with man ' s  poor soul superlatively brave . 
( PoEams , p ·� 5 )  
And the l�ical view of the u�iverse and of life is clear within the · 
poem: 
Now is the time when all o�casional things 
close into silence , only one tree , one · 
svelte translat ion of eternity 
unto the pale meaning of heaven clings , 
(whose million leaves in winsome indolence 
simmer upon thinking twilight momently )  
as down the oblivious west ' s  numerous dun 
magnificence conque�s magnificence ; 
( Poems , p .  6 )  
47 
We see in the last stanza the prominence of the time motifs and the 
importance of time in Cummings ' view ,of life in time and natur� . In the 
passages quoted from ''E pithalamion" are many elements of nature that 
wi�l be studied as motifs .  
Nature motifs that occur in "Epithalamion" as · welL as elsewhere 
in Currming
-
s '  poetry are "earth ,"  "wind ; "  "rain ,"  "leaf , "  "flower , "  sev-
eral individual flower motifs , and "bird . "  Other motifs to be studied · 
in thia chapter are "star , "  "moon , "  and. "snow . '' But before this is done , 
one problem to be posed about "Epithalamio�" and certain otner Cummings ' -
poems is this : is ,the poem primarily about a lover and his beloved , or 
is it primarily about nature? Some poems are clearly one or the other . 
But ·there may be . many poems that are about nature pers.onified . in terms 
of human love . On the other hand , there may be . poems about love written 
in terms of nature . Wha� is to be decided · is , this : is there . a suffi-
cient -number of -poems that primarily focus on nature ? If so ,  then Cum-
mings is a lyrioal . poet who sees beauty , truth , and love in a rose � a 
thrusp , o:r a man . He is one who . mystically speaks of a power . of love 
that informs and binds all in a natur� man . participates in and is a ,part 
of . 
Theodore Spencer says , "There is nq doubt about what Mr . C�ings 
stands for . He •has said it time again and again . He is for • . . the 
livi_ng Now--in flower , bird , mountain and man ; he . is for the remembrance · 
2 of miracl�s . -"  CuJntnings observes , recalls , and · tries to reQreate 
2 Spencer , pp . 23-29 . 
48 
mi�acles of nature so that . we can remember and recreate these in our 
minds . �egner says that Cummings is a poet alone with su�h basic ph�nom-
ena. as stars , twi�ight , and the moon , which serve as symbols of · the 
cycle of growth and love . They are phenomena which renew . themselves and 
are to that extent in accord with the universal will of creation . 3 The 
"star" motif is suggestive of renewal in· this phrase : "and every world , 
before/si+ence begins a star'� ( Poems , p .  430 ) .  Th� stars reflect the 
structures that make up the universe :  "a : flutter of stars/a turb�lence 
of forms" (Poems , p .  27 ) .  The phl'ase "this very frail enormous sta-r" 
( Poems , p .  188 ) is an oxymoron that does two things . It shows the 
scientific truth that a star as seen by man · on . earth is a ,flicke�ing 
speck in the sky while in actuality it may be many tim�s the · si�e of .the 
earth or even the sun . And: on another level of meaning , this star may 
b� a symbol of the seeming frai�ities of life , the · illusion$ or mirages , 
that mask an underlying and renewing strength . And , as if reason and 
science do not matter a whit , Cummings poses an "if" : " if a .thought 
should weigh a star'' { Poems , p .  321). The mystery of nature is wha't; is 
i�portant . Consequently the miracle of stars is . reflected thus : · 
"several stars are opening/on� beyond one beyond one immaculate curving/ 
cool t�easure of silence" (Poems , p .  219 ) .  An� finally , the , one sinsle 
mystery of man in relation to all creation .is · seen in r this sentence : 
"and does our fatally unshadowing fate/put on one imaginable star/ : then 
a small million of · dark voices . sing/against the awful mystery of light" 
( Poems , p .  325 ) . 
3R�pert Wegner , The Poetry and Prose of �· � • .  Cummings (New Yo�k , 
196 5 ) ,  pp . 35�36 . 
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The mystery of "world'·' is expressed thus : "yes is a world/& in 
this world of/yes live/( skilfully curled )/ �ll ·worlds" ( Poems , p .  3l8 ) . 
Scientifically , it might be said that · the universe is made up of worlds 
within worlds . A theo�y concerning the universe is used to reflect the · 
complexity of nature . The · poet is · fascinated by and renders exciti?g the 
kaleidoscope of worlds within worlds . Flowers can be such worlds . 
'" Worlds ? '  o no : i ' m  certain they 're/ ( lqok again ) flowers" ( Poems , 
p • . 43 ) .  The motif of "world" is associated with love :  "love ! if a 
world ends /more than all worlds begin to ( see? ) begin" ( 9 5 ,  No •
.. 
78 ) .  
All elements of nature might be 11whycQlou�ed worlds" ( Poems , p .  26 8 ) . 
Since "yes · ·is a world" ( Poems , p .  38 ) ,  any "now" might be a world . A 
world may , be a star : "and every world , before/silence b_egins a star'.' 
(Poems , p .,. 430 ) .  Cummi.ngs speaks of . "our world" (.71.., No .- 62 ) ,  apparently 
referring to . the world of himself and his closest loved one . We can 
conclude that Cummings ' motif "world" refers to any obj ect , p�rson , or 
moment in nature or the universe .  It is an all-inclus ive motif ; as ·· is , 
to an extent , "star . "  The motif of "earth" is a specific name for the 
world in which we live . A sentence that says much about "world" and the 
related mot,ifs · of "earth" and "star" is · this ; "all worlds have half­
sight , seeing either with/life ' s  eye (which as if things . seem spirits ) 
or/ ( if spirits in the guise of Things appear/ death ' s" {.z!, No .· 73 ) .  It 
would · seem that this definition · of the motif "world" follows-:-... each world 
is any element of the universe . tangible or intangible , that is , known or 
not known , but vaguely perceived by man . There are apparently two ways · 
in which men r regard · the wor�ds that make up the universe ,  and the 
so . 
simplest labels t� give to· these two views , · judging by . the above quote , 
are Aristotelian and Platonic . All .. the motif$ therefore may be said to 
represent worlds which a�e nature ' s  elements so often taken for granted . 
Wegner points o�t that they are perceived as nothing in the , usual sense 
of the word , that is , "devoid of significance . "  But to Cummings these 
infinitely various worlds speak of completeness , fulfillment and rebirth , 
the ultimate of "nothing . "� 
The motif. of "world" is · not , however , the· maj or motif of Cummings ' 
view of nature ; it is merely a definitive one that helps establish the 
poet ' s  view of life . In the sense that it is the most , frequent Qf ·the 
nature mot ifs and also because it occurs in many beautiful lines of 
poetry , ."flower" is the maj or mot if of nature . The worlds found in . 
flowers provide the poet and his poems with the concept of Keats , "beauty 
is truth . "  The flower motif reflects Cummings ' lyrical impulse clearly . 
He�e the vision of man , love , and life in nature and time ·all come to­
gether into a kind of marriage . It ·is .the marriage celebrated in 
"Epithalamion" in which the tangible and the intangible , the sexual 
feelings and the spiritual · yearnings of man , the real and the unreal-­
all things--are united into . the mystical tc;:>tal,ity that is Cummings ' uni­
verse . Since feeling is the .basic criterion by which to : j udge , weigh , 
and believe , men of : reas on cannot accept such a universe .  But one must · 
acaept the premise of the world within the writing if he is to j udge that 
writing . There needs to be that "willing suspension of disbelief" 
4 Wegner , pp . 35-36 . 
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Coleridge speaks of before . a decision can be formed concerni.ng Cu�ings '  
poetry . 
The flower motif , then , sh�uld reveal more about Cumming� ' world . 
Wegner says .that in Cummings ' poetry "each obj ect perceived becomes 
the subj act of rapt contemplation , an obj ect wond'erful and inspiring in 
itself , a marvel of creation . " 5 The · flower is one of the$e marvel&� . 
Friedman says that the flower is one of the symbols by which Cummings 
6 creates his poetic universe .  Arthos says that the flower . is very impor-
7 tant to the poet , Cu�ings himself amazingly 'speaks of "god ' s  flowers" 
( Poems , p .  ·49 ) .  He . speaks of the "souls of flowers" ( Poems , p .  122 ) , 
pe�sonifying them , making them alive to . the touch of · the mind . He 
recreates the beauty of .the flower so that the truth of beauty can be 
recreated also in the feelings · of the reader : "l�ttle knives of flower" 
( Poems , p .  80 ) describes snow ; "brook/-bright flowers" ( Poems , p .  462 )  
describes through the use of synesthesia the flower� "when faces called 
flowers · float out of the ground" ( Poems , p .  465 ) is an unusual personi-
fication combined with a syneedoche , as well as simpler !elements , that 
describes the miraculous appearances of flowers . Certainly the . flower 
motif is associated with sexual love : "a�d · these my days their sounds 
and flowers/Fall in a pr�de of ·petaled hours ; /like flowers at the :feet , 
of mowers/ whose bodies strong with love/through meadows hugely move" 
5 �egne;r , p .  42 •. 
6
Norman Friedman , E ,  E .  Cummings : The � of His Poetry ( Balti� 
more , 1960 ) ,  p .  9 5 . 
7 Arthos , pp . 372-373 . 
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( Poems , p .  10 ) w But this pass.age might also vex!y. �ell b_e a parable · of 
life . Cummings uses the flower . mot if to describe la�ies add�essed · in , 
love poems : "thy br.east is as a ·tomb/softer than flowers " ( Poems , p .  21.j. ) ,  
"thy forehead is a fl_�ght of flowers" ( Poems , p .  25 ). ,  anci "mouth flower- . 
·faint" ( Poems , p .  5 )  • .  Certainly the sexual implica� ion ,of · the following 
.is olear : "t�e flower you gave me when we /l.oved" . ( Poems , p .  _ 27 ).. These 
lines are evidence of the fact that Cummings can write beaut iful poetry 
dealing with phys ical . love . One must keep . in mind that · Cummings writes . 
of all the aspects of life that make up man ' s . universe . and f�elings . 
Simply stated , he i� a mystic who recogni zes the world of the flesh . 
The rose is a part icular flower that Cummings is· fond of , an� the 
mot if "rose" is the most f�equently recurring specific flower motif . 
The ·existent�al now is seen in . lines containing the rose motif : "a 
rose ' s  moment" (�, No_ • .  ll ) and ' "one s�all/most of · a rose" ( Poems , p .  434 ) . 
Cummillgs even s.u_ggests that the name "rose " is merely a label man invents · 
for a . particular mystery or miraculous bappen�ng beyond his defining : 
"cries the .( whom we call rose , a )  myst�ry" (1!, No . 6 5 ) • . The two most 
strik ing us es of the rose mot if , however , are for creation and death . 
Cummings writes , " Spring opens/ ( touching skilfully , mysteriously ) her · 
first rose" ( Poems., p .  26 3 ) . Spring , personified , br�ngs forth her . 
first rose . In another poettl , Cummings · flips the •coin . when .he says "a . 
rose shall beget the spring" ( Poems , p ,  ·13 ) .  Th� creat ion of life is 
ambi.guously and mysteriously associated with the rose . But ; as we have 
see� , Sp�ing and life s.u.ggest the cc;>ming of Autumn and death . Cu�mings ' 
rose seems . to be a symbol of whatever life there is that reaches beyond 
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death , as in the following lines : "The symbol of the rose /mot ionless/ 
with grieving . feet and/wlngs /mo\lnt s','. ( Poems , p . . 5 0 ) . E�rlier ·in the 
same poem , one with the first-line ·title "the· ros e , " we read , "the · ros e/ 
is dying the/lips of an old �an , murder/the petals'' (�.) . The old map 
may .. very . well be the traditional r personification of death . Perhaps the 
actual flower dies while its symbol "mount s/against the margins .of · steep 
song" ( Ibiq . ) • . The fact' that the poet ment ions the song may . suggest 
.that the symbol of :the rose lives in the poetry or in the words of man � 
On the other hand , the ent ire poem may be an allegory of .life ·after 
death . Cwnmings places roses in his pa,rents ' heaven : "a ;heaven ·of . 
blaokred rose/my father will. be ( deep like a rose/tall like a rose )" 
( Poems .. , ·p . ·2 5 3 ) • Whether or not we are . to take · Cummings literally 
regar�ing the immortality of life does not seem import.ant t at least for 
now . The s.ignificant thing is that roses occur immortally wit bin the 
world of his poetry . 
The ·short table of the lesser flower. mot ifs ( "daisy , "  "lilac �·" 
"lily , "  "pansy , "  and "poppy") serves . to illustrate that a number of 
minor motifs .perform s imilarly to the �aj or mot ifs . L ilacs and · pans ies 
are also found in heaven ( Poems 1 p • .  2 5 3 ) .. Lilacs and lilies are asso­
ciated wi�Q. the fragile existent ial ·moment : "Time and lilacs" ( Poems , 
p .  ·lOG ) ,  "an opening lily drowsy-fair" ( Poems 1 p .  7 ) .  The lesser flower 
motifs are used in � the m9re earthy sense : "hurting sexual smell/of 
lilies" ( Poems , p .  157 ) .  The ·life and death theme is reo\lrrent among 
the ·lesser flower motifs :. "the grave /frailty of daif:Jiea " . ( Poems I p .  5 ) '  
and Hdeath ' s  clever · enormous voice/which hides in . a fragility/of poppies" 
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( Poems , p .  39 ) .  The les ser mot if of "blossom" is al$ o like the other 
flower . mot ifs , except that it can frequently be : used as a verb that sug�. 
g�ts the act of creat i.ng or living : "shall/blqssom a first star" (�, 
No . 48 ) .  As a noun , "blos som" often represents living things and persons t 
that are truly alive : "all blossoms that do learn ,. scents o� not , known/ 
mus ic'' ( Poems , p .  8 ) . And ·"blossom , "  as count les s other motifs , becomes . 
a subst itution for the mot if "now'' : "e�ch shameless/gaiety of blossom'� 
(�, No . 90 ) .  Fi�ally , "petal" suggests all the things all the other . .  
flower mot ifs s.uggest . Spec ifically •. "petal" is most frequently used in · 
two ways : ·. as .a  modifier--"petaled flesh" ( Poems , p .  18) , "pet aled hours" 
( Poems , p .  10 ) ;  and · as a noun that is also metap}lorical-- "the fa�pt ing 
murdered petals " ( Poems , p .  15 7 )· , "eyes. which are really petals " ( Poems , 
p .  2 5 3 ) , "peta.ls of silence" ( Poems , p .  449 ) . 
One further conclusion can be derived from the previous di�.cus sion 
on the flower mot ifs . To ·study tpe maj or motifs of Cummings ' poetry is 
sufficient ; the ·les ser mot ifs will generally reflect the maj or motif 
they are subordinat e to . Therefore , the remaining discus sion . .  on nature 
motifs will concern only maj or .ones . 
The mot ifs of "leaf" and "tree'.' are , of course , related to each 
other and to the previous ly discus sed nature mot �fs . The importance of 
"leaf" and "tree" lies in their further depict ion of Cummings ' vision .  
The universe with it s innumerable parts is illustrated in . such lines as , 
"trees ( in/whose black bod/ies leaves hide" ( Poems , p .  25 5 ) ,  and "t ime 
is a tree ( this · life one leaf ) "  ( Poems , p .  36 7 ) . Yet , as soon as "tree" 
is made a symbol · of life or of ·the universe , Cu�ings implie$ that this 
"tree" and all it 2ttands for will · come to an end : "trees winterbrief" 
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( Poems , p .  203 ) .  Paradoxically he will then sugg�st with the motifs .of · 
"leaf" and "tree" that there is perfection and therefore infinity : "for 
the stars have been/finished · in the nobler trees and/ the la�guage of 
leaves repeats/eventual perfection" ( Poems , p . 136 ) . Of course , it is ·. 
"language" that .- is the subj ect of the verb "reaches" and that acts on 
the obj ect "eventual perfection , "  And · "language" is · not a very tangible 
word for a system of ·intangibles known . as symbols . We are reminded sud� 
denly of the immortality of the symbol of the rose . A startling metaphor , 
"tree is voice" ( Poems , , p . _ 415 ) , seems to indicate sQmething of the 
psyche while ·describing the sound ' of . the w;nd in. a tree . A similar line 
ie , "t�e fragile skill/of new . leaves ' voices" (Poems , p .  _ 159 ) .  One 
might ask , "What is · language ?" Perhaps. Cummings means that life is 
voic' or speaking or singing , as the mystery of the following l�ne·s , sug-
gests : "Each· why of a leaf says/ ( floating each how ) /y�u 're which as to 
die/ ( each green of a new)"  ( Poems , p • . 39 0 ) .  The leaf and the different 
elements · of nature present insolvable questions about life : "l�af twig 
limb/ask every question �time can ' t  answer" (,Z!, No . 46 ) . · And ·one little 
speck of .life is as important as all the universe �  " ( �ndaunted guest of · 
dark most downwardness /and marvellously self diminutive/whose . universe . a 
single leaf may be )"  (.z!, No . 49 ) .  Thus , when . the poet writes riddles 
' 
which read like the utterances of a "natural" court fool , there may . be 
connotations of meaning an.d · feeling beyond the words themselves . The 
following may be called "riddles of life" : "a wind has blown the rain 
away ancl blown/the sky away and all the leaves - away ,/ and the trees 
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stand" ( Poems , p .  63 ) ,  "when unto nights of autumn do complain/earth ' s  
ghastlier trees by whom Time measure is" ( Poems , p ,  ·15 3 ) ,  " so world is a 
leaf so tree is a bough" ( Poems , p .  423 ) , "rosetree , ro�etree /--you ' re a : 
s ong to see : whose/,all ( you ' r� ?  s ight to s ipg ) /poems are opening" (�, 
No . 90 ) ,  Cummings is always paradoxical concerning life , for as soon as 
\ 
we read of life , we r�ad of the . inevitability of death : "the last 
immortal/leaf/ is/dead11 ( Poems , p .  3 5 ) ,  "not /numerable leaves are /fall/ l/ 
ng ) "  <.z!, No •. 54 ) .  Lyrically , the answer . i s  always the same : · "one dead 
leaf st irring/--far away ( as far . as alive· ) lies /april" <E, No , 67 ) .  
Spring and life shall return . There is renewal . To conclude · the discus-
s ion on "leaf" and "tree" the paradox of life might be stated : There is 
first death and nothing ; out of this void come s l�fe in a time such · as 
spring ; death or · winter or noth ing will return ; and .again there is the . 
promise of renewal , rebirth , ana . life . Cummings knows that this cycle 
exists and he states . it in .his poetic world . He cannot prove . where the : 
cycle begins· or ends . Pe�haps he hopes there is finally renewal and not 
death , Perhaps he be lieves in life because there is no death without 
life , but this little "proof" can eas ily be state4 in the reverse- -there 
is no life witb.out death . 
It is only natural tha� Cummings is interested in the many 
creatures of this world , living beings that are born , that. grow to 
maturity ,. and that eventually .come to the ir winters , their deaths .. I 
have chosen the b ird to repre$ent all of the creatures of Cummings ' 
poet ic universe . The mot if "bird" suggest s what the poet and a�y man 
can learn of life by living close to its manifestations . Cummings - says , 
J' -
,A ·  • •  
" I ' d  rather learn from one bird how to . sing/than t�ach ten thousand 
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stars how not . to dance" ( Poems , p.  ·24� ) ,  The ·bird has a specialty , a 
vocation in life : " ( the all the/any merry every pretty each/bird · s ings 
birds sing/gay--be--gay because today ' s  today ) "  (2!, No . 1 ) .  The birds 
sing for no other reason than to celebrate the existence - of one moment 
or one day . 
Each bird is also a unique creature , an individual be ing : . "now -
(more near ourselves than we )/is a bird singing .in a tre.e , /who . never 
sings · the same things twice /and st ill the singing ' s  always his" (�, 
No . 87 ) .  Even . the least of ·these is thi• type of fully .alive , individual . 
songster : "or : doe s some - littler bird than eyes can learn/look up in . 
silence and completely sing?" ( Poems , p .  421 ) . And , the bird is not - j ust · . 
an egocentric individualist ; he .s ings for others ; the ·bird is one " ·  . . 
who sings for us for you for me /for each leaf newer than can be : /a�d for 
his own ( his love, ) his dear/he s ings till everywhere is here" (�, 
No . 87 ) .  The bird J s  goal in life · i s  stated : "he s ings till everywhere 
is here . " The statement i� a riddle ; it speaks no scientific , 
concrete fact or proof . He sings so that all things exist ing are that 
much closer us us , to. him � to all other things alive . His · purpose is 
that of a mystic . It is o�ly a step to re late the bird ' s  singing and 
purpose to man ' s life . C�mmings describes "a fine not . a coarse clown" 
as a dumb fellow whose "s ilence of himself . sang like a bird" · (1!, No •. 30 ) .  
In the following lines · the speaker of the poem compares him�elf to a 
bird : "may - i be gay/like every lark/who . lifts his life/from all the 
dark/who wings - his why/beyond because/and _ sings an if/of . day to. yes " 
(2!, No . 4 3 ) . The speaker of most of the poems . is more than likely , 
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Cummings . himself ; he �ight �lso , . by extension , be anyone . In the · lines 
above, the poet wants to live a life that i� beyond the factu�l conclusion 
of "yes , "  He wishes to pose the poss ibility , the "if , " of life in oppo ... 
sition to all that is dark . · He wishes to sing and to do , not . to postulate 
or to conclude . Cummi.ngs , in fact , implies that man can never hope to 
reach absolutes or conclus ions· , scientif�c or otherwise . If man wants -
to attain a full life , then he - must believe in the "ifs" of life . 
Cummings parti,cular lot in life , like the bi.rd ' s ,  is .s inging � The poet 
realizes , however , as many great �riters have , that he , as a finite 
creature , has the limitations imposed by time and death and human weak-
nesses , or .bY what has been termed "the human condition . "  H� says , "i . 
heard/a certain bird/i dreamed i could sing/but like nothing/are the 
j oys/of his voic�" ( Poems , p .  418 ) .  Th�· bird here seems definitely to . 
become a symbol of an ideal singer . And · when there are ideals , there 
are also things beyond the reach of man ' s  life , which is . to say--beyond, 
death . Therefore the word "nothing" must assume ' a philosophica� or · 
spiritual aspect like the use of "nothing" does in King �· Le$r must 
make somethi�g out of nothing to realize himself , to be redee�ed from 
himself . Shakespeare is positive , not . nihilistic , in his use of "noth­
ing . "  And so is Cummings . ., "Noth.ing" becomes · symbolic of that which we 
do not know factually or through reason ; it represents what we feel , It 
is in "nothing" that a greater reality exists . And · like · Lear , when we 
believe in the "if'' of this unknown that we feel , the�?- we are rescued 
from the chaos , da�kness and nothingness . of an , existence threatened by 
, . I .. .  
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death . We make , to put it· to� simply , something out of nothi.ng . The 
bird si_ngs because of his feelings and .does not , cannot question . The 
difference in man is perhaps that he questions . 
I would like to discuss the remaining motifs as they suggest that . 
which is beyond temporal life . Cummings uses the motif of "rain" in · an 
allegorical way to imply such a . mystery : " ( the sinuous rain which rising 
from thy bed/steals to his wife the sky hour by hou�/wholly .renews her 
pale flesh with delight ) "  ( Poems , p .  3 ) .  The obvious use of persoz:1ifica-
tion is no dQubt meant to make the process of rain more alive to the 
reader ' s  senses . The motif .may also represent something spiritual � 
Certainly we read lines which might be no more tha-p. unusual · personifica- . 
tions used to heighten poetic description : "the. rain or rather/ So�ebody 
who uses roofs and streets skilfully to make a/possible sound" ( Poems , 
p .  76 ) .  But a poet need not always use a word in one sense only , even 
if that word be a · recurrent image . Cummings writes , " i  ·have found what 
you : are like/the rain , / (who · f�athers frightened fields/with the superior 
dust-of-sleep�' ( Poems , p .  122 ) .  Why is Cummings interested in knowing 
of the .rain? Pe�haps , like 
· ·
the bird , the_ leaf , and: the flower , it. 
teaches man more of life . Nature , even the universe , is the classroom , 
and man must be close to the manifestations of .the universe to be in 
a learning position . "Rain comes ; /predicating forever , as�uming/the 
laughter of .afterwards--/i' spirally un�erstand/what/to�chii)g means" 
( Poems , p .  257 ) . The · rain helps the poet . to understand what touching or 
physical closeness itself means . Touching is admittedly concrete and 
physical , but it might be symbolic of sp!ritual closeness .  Toe rain 
predicates "forever . "  
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The motif of "snow" is · also associated with this mysterious and 
unknown forever : .  "forevering snow" (Poems , p .  466 ) ,  and "magical/for-
everfully falli.ng snow" (.71,, No . 5 ) . Yet the image of "snow" is tradi -
tionally associated with death . And CUrruni.ngs does use . "snow" in · connec- · 
tion with death : "winter ' s not forever , even snow/melts"  ( Poems , p .  ·41� ) . 
Apparently Cummings uses " snow" paradoxically to .mean forever as well as 
death . · The phrase , "foreverfully snow , "  seems to show that snow or 
death is "foreveri.ng" or , in other- words , that . snow brings :fo:r;'ever , or 
eternity , to whatever has died .  The following is .  a significant poem on death , . 
and apparently snow , although ''snow" is never . ment ioned : 
enter no( silence is the blood whose flesh 
is singing ) silence : but unsinging . In . 
spect.rai such hu1est how hush , one 
dead leaf stirri.ng makes a crash 
--far away(as far as alive )lies 
april ;and i breathe-move-and-seem some 
perpetually roaming whylessness--
autumn ha� gone :will winter never come? 
o come , terrible anonymity ; enfold 
phantom me with the murdering minus of cold 
--open this ghost with millionary knives of wind•­
scatter his nothing all over what angry slies and 
gently 
( very whiteness : �solute peace , 
never imaginable mystery) 
descend 
(,Z!, No • .  67 ) 
Apparently snow is the "very whiteness" that metaphorically .is "absolute 
peace , "  as well as "never imaginable mystery . "  T�erefore it would 
seem that with death comes peace , the answers to l�fe ' s  questions , and 
finally life . The i�ge "one dead leaf st irri_ng makes a crash/--far 
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away" is - reminiscent of a s"imilar image in Chekhov ' s  The Cherry Orchard , 
the distant sound , of an ax . In Chekhov ' s  play , an old life is dying 
away like an echo . In Cununings ' poetry , what follows is " absolute peace , 
never imaginable mystery . " Whatever else this mystery i s , it . is a 
"terrib le anonymity . " An awesome unknown is the coming of death . 
The wind brings snow or death : "what if a keen of a lean wind 
flays /acreaming hills with sleet and snow : /strangles valleys by ropes of 
thing/and · stifles forests in white ago? " ( Poems , p .  · 401 ) . The winQ. is 
someth ing like a spirit : "all it creat ing wind" ( 73 1  No . 54 ) . Wind is a 
creator of " it H  or " anonymity" or death . Th� wind also speaks of truth :  
"what if ·a much of a which of a wind/gives the truth .t o summer .' s  lie ; /  
bloodies the dizzying leaves the. sun/and yanks immortal stars awry? " 
( Poems , p .  401 ) , Is " summer ' s  lie" the seasonal life of thi_ngs ? I s  
Cummings s ayi_ng that there is more to life than summer? If so , then he 
is a lyrical poet of Wil�iam Blake ' s  mold in feeling beyond the phys ical 
moment and the cycle of nature . Cummings does des cr!be th.e phys ical 
scene of blowing tr�es and clouds , in which the sun and stars seem to 
move . But on another level , he speaks of the sp irit�al force that moves 
the universe .  In other lines the "wind" mot if suggests the · mysterious . 
force that imbues flowers w.i th magic and truth : "Wined beaut if�lly 
wanderest/over smooth pages of fo;rgotten . j oy/pr0ving the peaceful theorems 
of flowers.u ( Poems , p .  3 ) . It as tho'ijgh the flowers and the wind embody 
more that is' real than any science could ever fo�ulate . And surely 
I 
enough , the wipd does not • acqording to the reason of scientific 
6 2  
methodology : "the wind is . a Lady with/bright slender eyes (who/moves )  .. .  
at sunset/and who--touches--the/hills without any reason" ( Poems , p .  74 ) .  
The · same .spiritual quality ,lights the eyes of anyone tru�y alive : "our 
eyes filled with wind" ( Poems , p .  210 ) . 
An . obj ect that has fascinated man thro.ugh the ages is the moon . 
In modern times , science has ro�bed the moon of its m�gic .  But the 
poets have continued · to , describe ·the moon , so much so that · the original 
rapt contemplation now seems naive at best , while the . poeticizing often 
appea�s threadbare . Cummings , in his turn , attempts to convey the ·magic 
and mystery of the moon in his poetry :  
this ( let ' s  remernber )day died again and 
again ;�hose goldep ,crimson dooms conceive 
an oceaning abyss of . orange dream 
larger than sky times earth : a  flame beyond 
soul immemorially forevering am--
and as collaps ing that grey mind by wave 
doom disappeared ,out ' of perhaps (who knows ? )  
eternity floated a blossoming 
(whil� anyone might slowly count .to soqn ) 
rose--did you see her?darling , di4 you(kiss 
me ).quickly count to never?you were wro.ng 
--then all the way from perfect nowhere came 
. ., � 
( as easi�y as .we forget something ) 
livingest the imaginable moon . 
(Poems , p .  ·4 29 ) 
On the simplest level is described the coming of night and the . ris ing of , 
the moon . Perhaps another level of interpretation couid · be , a sexual one . 
But apparently the following interpretation could be made : at ,the first . 
of the poem is "now" .and doom , or ·a day and its dying . As the day dies , 
.... 
6 3  
the dying colors become an "abys s o f  orange dream . "  And a s  the sunset 
fades into dusk , the doom is overcome : "doom disappeared , out of perhaps 
eternity floated a blossomi.ng . " What has replaced doom is a 
kind of "foreveri.ng now , "  $ymboli zed by the moon : ''all the way from 
perfect nowhere came • • • li vi.ngest the imaginable moon . "  
Whether or not we accept the poem as a fresh depict ion of the 
moon ' s  ris ing is entirely dependent upon individual response . But no : 
matter · how we feel about Cummi.ngs as a poet , there seems to be little 
doubt that he intends to s i.ng of the many worlds of nature tha,t reflect 
some totality that is a greater reality than the comings and goings - of . .  
part icular days or lives . 
h f . 1 .. • 8 s y o romant 1c yr1c1sm .  
Babette Deutsch fe�ls that Cummings i s  not 
Alfr.ed Kaz in says that Cummings . has a . 
"belief in imaginat ion , that ability to see life from wi thiri . "
9 
· M .  L .  
Rosenthal says that Cummings· " is absorbed in the problem of definit ion 
10 through the trappings of a stat� of awareness . "  Perhaps Wesolek states 
the poet ' s  goal best : 
Cummings , the poet , exemplifies the alienation of · the searcher . 
for beauty and truth from the world . Monklike , he ·follows a 
discipline which liberat es his vision . He ·turns his head with 
pride to the heavens and seeks out the stars that sh ine bril­
liantly through dirty windows , or over the towering mountain �f · ·  
a steel city , or in the mud of a garden path . He proclaims .the 
star in man , the mystery that wffl never be solved . py the 
furious mach inat ions of · a mind .  . · 
The tables of the nature mot ifs follow ( Tab les I I �l through II-15 ) .  
8
Babette Deutsch , Poetry in Our Time · ( New York , 19 5 3 ) ,  p .  117 . 
9
Alfred Kazin , "E . E .  Cummings and His Fathers , "  New Yorker , 
XXIX { January 2 ,  19 54 ) , 5 7 - 5 9 . 
10M .  L .  Rosenthal , "Three Windows on Cummings , "  Nat i.on , CLXXXVI I I  
( January 10 , 19 59 ) ,  34- 3 5 . 
1lwesolek , p .  5 .  
Vol . & No . 
Poems ., p .  39 
Po_!!!!!, p .  80 
Poems , p . 378 
P�, p .  ·464 
�' No . 42 
TABLE II-1 
NATURE MOTIF : EARTH 
First Line Title 
0 sweet spontaneous 
SNO 
love . is the every onlY. god 
1 thank You God for most . 
this amaz�ng 




0 sweet spontaneous/earth 
earth ' s  ?&ly ) mind . 
love is the every only god/who spoke this 
earth s� glad and b_ig . 
th� gaY./great happen�ng illimitably earth 
proud nowhere of earth ' s  most prodigious 
�ight 
. 
: ' en + 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , . p .  21 
Poems , p .  318 
Poems , p .  368 
Po�s , p .  ·376 
Poems , p .  397 
Poems , p . 413 
Poems , p .  43 
· ·�, . Na . .  45 
TABLE II-2  
NATURE MOTIF : WORLD 
First Line Title 
in Just--
when/from a si�ewalk/out of , 
(blown never quite to 
wherel�ngs wbenl�ngs 
is say ·no . world 
pity this. busy monster , 
manunkind , 
darl�ng ! because my blood 
can si_ng 
swtm so � now million many 
worlds in each . 
i love you much . (most beau­
tiful darl�ng ) · 
Exatpple 
in Just--/ spring when the world is mud- -/ 
luscious 
· 
when the world is puddle-wonderful 
yes is a world/& in this world of/yes live / 
( skilfully curled ) /all worlds 
imagine how/ ' . • .  whycoloured worlds 
. . 
-i say no . world/ can · ·ho�d a you . 
a · world . of made/is 'not a world of born 
but if a look should ' april me , /some thousand 
million hundred more/bright worlds than merely 
by doubt ing have/darkly themselves unmade 
makes lov'e 
"Worlds ? 1 1 o no � i ' m ·certain they ' re/ ( look 
_again) flowers • " 
if what calls itself a world ' should have/the 
luck to hear such s inging/ . • • · .  everyone 
certainly . would/ • • · ... ·believe in nothing 




Vol . & No . 
�' No . 7 8 
7 3 , No . 4 
z.!, No • 62 
.z!, No . ' 73  
TABLE II-2  ( continued ) 
First Line �itle 
all nearness pauses , while 
a st;ir cal'l: grow 
but we ' ve the may 
now · does our world descend 
all worlds have halfs ight , 
see�ng either with · 
Example 
--love ! if a · world ends/more than all worlds 
b_egin to ( see? ) b_egin 
but - we ' ve the may/ ( for,f you� are in love ( and 
i am ) to sing , /my darling ; · while/old worlds 
and yov.ng/ (blg .little and all/worlds ) merely 
have/the mus't to say 
now does our world descend/the path t o  noth­
i_ngness 
all worlds have halfsight , seeing either with/ 
life ' s  eye ( which is ·if things ·seem spirits ) 
or/ ( if spirits in the guise of Things appear/ · 




TABLE I I -3 
NATURE MOTIF : STAR 
Vol .  & No . 
Poems , p • .  27 
Poems , p .  38  
Poems , p .  4-1 
Poems , p .  76 
Poems , p ._ 79 
Poems , p .. 9 3  · 
Poems , p .  ·112 
Poems , . p .  118 
First Line Title 
unto thee i 
your . little voice/Over the 
wires came leapi_ng 
i was cons ideri?g. how . 
Take for example this : 
of this sunset (which is 
so 
when -the spent day begins 
to frail 
· 
of this wilting wall ' the 
colour drub · 
utterly and amu$ingly i am 
pash · 
· · poem� , p . ,, ,1.18 before . the fragile gradual. 
_. . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . throne . of. n_ight · 
Example 
a flutter of stars/a turbulence of forms --· 
pale important/stars · 
within �ght ' s  loose/sack a star ' s/nibbli?g 
devours)darkness the/h�gry star 
the d�ngerous rirst . stars 
two most/early stars wincing upon a . single/ 
colour 
· · 
when the spent day begins · to frail/ (whose 
grave already three or two/young stars with 
spade s of s il. ver �ig ) · --
a star sleepily , feebly , scratches the sore/ 
of morni_ng . 
this very frail enormous star 
several · stars are opening/one beyond one imma­
culate curvi_ng/ cool tre'asures of - silence . 
m 
-..J 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p • . 219 
Poems ,  p .  ·2 57 
Poems , p • .  3 2 1  
Poems , p .  · 3 2 5 
Poems , p ..... 3 4 5  
Poems , p • . 3 6 1  
Poems , p .  ,37 0  
Poems , p • .,. 37 8 
Poems , p . , 4 3 0  
· -�, No 4 2 1  
·!§_, Nc . 42 
TABLE II-3 ( continued )  
First Line Title 
our touching hearts slen­
derly . comprehend 
come a little further-­
why be a�aid---
love ' s  function is to 
fabricate unknowness 
reason let others give 
and realness br�ng--
you shall above all things . 
be. glad and yoU:ng . 
· 
)when what hugs stopping 
earth than s·ilent is · 
anyone lived in a pretty 
how town 
love is the every onl� · g�d 
purer than purest pure 
1oys faces friends 
from spiralling ecstati­
cally this · 
Example 
this most early single star _ which tugs/weakly 
at twil_igbt · -- · 
here ' s  the earliest star (have you a wish? )/  
touch me , /before we perish . 
if a tho_ught should we_igh a star 
and does our fatally unshadowing fate/put on 
one imaginable star/ : then a ·small million of · 
dark voices s ing/against the awful mystery of 
�ight 
. . 
I ' d rather lea�n from one bird how to s ing/ 
than teach ten thousand stars how not to dance 
total sun oceaning than any this/tear jumping 
from each most least eye of star 
· 
they sowed ' the1r isn ' t - they reaped the same/ 
sun . moon . stars rain 
so truly perfectly the skies/by merciful love 
whispered were , /completes its brightness with 
your eyes/any illimitable star · 
and every world , before/s ilence b_egins a . star 
while nob6dy/ ( and st�rs moon/sun . fall ris·e 
come.Jgo rain snow)/remeinbers 
mind without soul may - blast some universe/to 
might have been , and · stop ten thousand stars/ 
b·ut not one heartbeat of ·this child -- en (X) 
� ·  
. .  
.. ;... . .. . .  
TABLE I I - 4  
NATURE MOTIF : FLOWER 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  3 
Poems , p .  5 
Poems , p .  7 
Poems , p .  10 
Poems , p .  ·15 
Poems , - p .  24 
First Line Title 
Epithalamion 
Of Nicolette 
Always before your . voice 
my soul 
Puella Mea 
i . spoke to thee · 
Po�ms , p .  25 _ . my �ove 
. . . . . . . . 
Example 
wind beautifully who wanderest/over smooth 
page� of f�rgotten j oy/p�ving the peaceful 
t·heorems of flowers 
· 
mouth flower-faint 
�earning ln marble �1 the castle lay/l�ke 
some gigantic ghost ... flower born of night/ 
blos'somi.ng in white towers to the -moon 
and these my days their sounds and flowers/ 
Fall in .a pride ·of petaled hours , /like flowers 
at the feet · of mowers/whose bodies strong with 
love/thr�ugh meadows �ugely move . 
· 
But should my laqy smile , it were/a flower of 
so pure s�prise/ ( it were so very new a flow­
�, /a flower so frail , a flower s� glad )----
( a  flower such as · the world had/in Springtime 
when the world was mad/ and Lancelot spoke to 
Guenever 
thy breast is as a tomb/ softer than fl.owers 
. thy forehe� is a .f�ight of flowers· 
a> 
"' 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  27 
Poems , p .  36 
Poems , p .  38  
Poems , p .  49 
Poems , p .  65 
Poems , p .  80 
Poems , p .  81 
Poems , p .  83 
Poems , p .  100 
Poems , p .  103 
Poems , p .  122 
Poems , p ._ . 135 
TABLE II-4 ( continued )  
First Line Title 
unto thee i 
i like 
your little voice 
but the other 
yours is the music for no 
instrument 
SNO 
my eyes are fond of the · 
east si-de 
suppose 
Spring is like a perhaps 
hand 
who knows if the moon ' s  . 
i have found what you are 
like 
where '? M�dge then , 
Example 
the air is/deep with desirable flowers 
the flower yo� gave me when we/loved 
the j ostli_ng and shouti.ng of merry flowers 
god ' s  flowers 
ti�l this our flesh merely sh�ll be excelled/ 
by speak�ng flower 
little knives of flower 
flowery pluck�ngs/of a harpsichord 
Life is an old man , carrying flowers on his 
head 
· 
Spring is like a perhaps hand/ . • • moving a 
perhaps/fraction Qf flower here 
· · 
everyone ' s/in love and flowers pick themselves 
souls of . flowers 
Inquire o� th� flower that sways in the autumn 
.....:1 
0 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  139 
Poems , p .  l42 
Poems , p .  152 
Poems , p .  156 
Poems , p .  190 
Poems , p .  198 
Poems , . p .  212 
Poems , p .  243 
Poems , p .  263 
TABLE II-4 ( continued) 
First Line Title 
i will wade out 
cruelly, love 
conversation with my 
friend is particularly 
if learned darkness from 
our searched world 
when my se�sational moments 
are no more 
voices to voices·, lip to 
lip 
now that fierce few 
because 
in a middle of a room 
somewhere i have never 
travelled ,. gl�dly . beyond 
Example 
i will wade . out/till my thighs are steeped in 
burn�ng flowers 
· 
the last flower in whose hair 
my friend ' s  being • . •  /whittles keen careful 
futile flowers · 
if thy hands flowers of silence curled/upon a 
wish 
the small spiritual cry of - spring/utters a 
striv�ng flower · 
since the thing perhaps is/to eat flowers and 
not be afraid 
now that. fierce few/flowers 
But carry/also , with that .indolent and with/ 
this flower wholly whom you do ( not ever 
fear, /me in your hear� ) softly 
" . . .  imagine/somewhere are real flowers , 
but/! can ' t  i�agine ·real flowers .. ..  · "  
the heart of this · flower imagines/the snow 
Cax'e�lly everywhere descendi.ng 
'-l 
� 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , . p .  312 
Poems , p .  325 
Poems , p .  377 
Poems , p .  41� 
Poems , p .  431 
Poems ., p .  462 
Poems , p .  465 
73 , no . 6 
Z2_, No . 30  
TABLE I I-4 · ( continued } 
First Line Title 
is there a flower (whom 
Spri.ng(side 
be of love (a  little ) 
these children si.ngi.ng in stone a 
if( amo.ng 
swim so now million many 
worlds in each 
in/Spr�ng comes (no-
when .faces. called flowers 
float out of th� ground 
fair · ladies tall J.overs 
one wintry afternoon 
Example 
is there a flower (whom/i meet anywhere/able . 
to be and seem/so quite softly as your hair 
faceflowers 
( Dare until a flower , /understanding sizelessly 
sun�ight 
· 
little children wound with stone/flowers 
their s�ng is a flower 
all the flowers of his eyes 
"Worlds? 
flowers . "  
no : i ' m certain they ' re ( look .again) 
-
.f!t.,4! 
brook/-b�ight flowers-/soft bird/-quick voice 
when faces called flowers float out of the 
�o�d 
a Dream/like fire called flowers 
a bespangled clown/standing on .�ighth street/ 




Vol .  & No . 
73 � No . 63  
�' No . 65  
TABLE II-4 ( continued )  
First Line Title 
( listen } 
"tho.ugh your sorrows not 
Example 
through wonder/ful sunlight/ • • .  are ( leaves ; 
flowers )drearns 
· 




Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  7 
Poems , p .  13 
Poems , p .  50 
Poems , p.  54 · 
Poems , p .  134 
Poems , p. 156 
Poems , p .  189 
Poems , p. 2l3 
Poems , p .  25 3 
TABLE II-5 
NATURE MOTIF : ROSE 
First Line Title 
Of Nicolette 
whe� god let s  my body be 
the rose 
into the strenuous brief­
ness 
when life is quite through 
with 
· 
when my sensational moments 
are no more 
voices to voices , lip to lip 
Nobody wears a ye llow 
if there are. any heavens 
my mother will ( all by 
herself ) have . . 
Example 
the unearthly sweetne ss of a � 
a � shall beget the spr�ng 
the rose/is dying the /lips of an old man 
murder/the . petals 
The symbol of the ·rose/motionless/with griev­
i_ng feet and/wi_ngs}mo.unts 
world/is ,propably made/of roses & he llo : / (of 
solo?gs and , ashe s )  
--
under the gras s/lie s her ·.head/by oaks and 
�/deliberated . 
Time being not for us , purple roses were/ 
sweeter to thee -----
not for philosophy does this ros e give a damn 
a dead .yellow sm�ll � 
it will be a heaven of hlackred roses/my 





Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  263 
Poems , p.  368 
�' p.  4ll 
�' p .  434 
Poems , p. 444 
�' No . 11 
�' No . 19 
95 , No . 72 · 
�. No . 76 
TABLE I I- 5  ( continued ) 
First Line Title 
somewhere i have never 
t�avelled ,. gladly beyond 
wherel�ngs whenli.ngs 
we love each other very 
dearly 
or who and who)  
"'summer is over 
in time ' s  a noble mercy 
of proportion 
un (bee )mo 
i shall i�agine life : 
these from my mother ' s  
greatgrandmother ' s  rose­
bush white 
Example 
Springs opens/ ( touGhing skilfully , mysteri­
ously ) her first rose. 
the voice of your eyes is deeper than all 
roses 
( sometimes a wonder/of wild roses ) 
this cFeative never known/complexity was born 
before the moon/before God wished Himself 
into a rose 
Mer� but one small/most of a rose . ---
" . . .  your thorniest question/my � will 
answer11 
a rose ' s  moment 
asl(�)eep 
but though mankind persuades/it self .that . 
every weed i sja �' rosyS (you feel/certain ) 
will only smile 
roses which really are dreams of roses 
.......;] 
U1 
Vol . & No . 
�' No . 90 
73 ; No . 65 
TABLE I I-5 ( continued)  
First Line Title El(ample 
the . little white rose of a child 
rosetree , rosetree rosetree , rosetree/-you ' re a s�ng to see 
th�ugh , your sorrows not cries the (whom we call rose a)  mystery 
� 
en 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  5 
Poems , p .  23 
Poems , p .  5 
Poem�, p. 106 
�, No . 16 
Poems , p. 7 
Poems , p .  18 
Poems , p .  157 
Poems , . p . 253 
Poems , p .  5 
TABLE II-a 
NATURE MOTIFS : DAISY , . LILAC , LILY , _ PANSY , _ POPPY 
First Line Title Example 




light cursed falling in .a 
s
"
i_ngular block · 




I have seen her a stealth­
ily frail 
if there are any heavens 
my mother will (all by 
herself) have 
Epith�lamion 
the big bullying daisies/through the field 
wonderful 
· · 
the lilac ' s  smoke 
Time and lilacs • . . • •  minutes and love 
in tim� of lilacs who proclaim/the aim of 
wak�ng is to dream 
an open�ng lily . drowsy�fair 
my lady ' s  very singular/and slenderest hands 
moreoyer are/ (which as lilies smile and quail) 
hurti.ng sexual smell/ of lilies 
a f�agile · heaven of lilies-of-the--valley 
pansy ' s  purple patience 
-..J 
....:1 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  49 
Poems , p .  253 
Poems , p. 5 
Poems , p .  7 
� ,  p .  39  
TABLE II-6 ( continued )  
First Line Title 
but the other 
if there are any heavens 
my mother will ( all by 
herself ) have 
Epithalamion 
Of Nicolette 
the �igness of cannon 
Example 
the pink hollyhock existence whose/pansy eyes 
look from morn�ng till/�ight in�o the street 
It will not be a pansy heaven/ . • • but/it 
will be a heaven of blackred roses 
po�py ' s  pompous fire 
from her couch of poppy petals peers/the sleepy 
morni?g 
death ' s  clever enormous voice/which hides in 
a f�agility/of popeie s 
'-l 
CD 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  8 
Poems , p .  18 
Poems , p .  37 8 
�' No . 48 
�' No . 9 0  
.z!, N o  • .  5 
TABLE II-7 
NATURE . MOTIF : BLOSSOM 
First Line Title 
( thee will i p�aise 
between those rivers whose 
Puella Mea 
these child:l'en si_ngi.ng in 
stone a .  
someone i am wandering a 
town( if its 
· 
rosetree , rosetree 
the first of all my dreams 
was of 
Example 
it is the moment which shall seek/all 
blossoms that do learn , scents of not known/ 
mUS1CS 
£or each breast a blossom is 





of I stone with blossom-
� eyes 
shall/bloss om a fi�st star 
each shameless_lgaiety of blossom 
she quickly drearned · a  dream of spring/--how 




Vol .  & No . 
Poems , p .  10 
Poems , p .  18 
Poems , p.  137 
Poems , p .  157 
Poems , p.  157 
Poems , p .  2 5 3  
Poems , , p .  2 6 3  
Poems , p .  377 
Poems , p .  449 
TABLE II-8  
NATURE MOTIF :. PETAL 
First Line Title 




I have seen her a stealth­
ily frail 
who ' s  most afraid of death? 
thou 
if there are any heavens 
my mother will ( all by 
herself ) have 
somewhere i have never 
travelled ,. gladly beyond 
these children si.ngi.ng in 
stone a 
quick i the ·death of thi_ng 
Example 
these my days their sound$ and flowers/Fall 
in a pride of petaled hours 
petaled flesh 
partedpetaled/mouth , face/delirious . indivis­
ible/ grace/ of d.anci_ng 
i have watched certain petals rapidly wish/in 
the corners of her youth 
the faint�ng/murdered petals 
eyes which are really petals 
you open always petal by petal myself as 
Spr�ng opens 
these silently lit/tle . children - are petals 
petals of silence 
CD 
0 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  5 5  
Poems , p .  6 3  
Poems , p .  80 
Poems , p .  135 
�' p .  136 
Poems , p .  141 
Poems , p .  153  
TABLE I I- 9  
NATURE MOTIF : ' TREE 
First Li�e Title 
i am going to utter a tree , 
Nobody · 
a wind bas blown the rain 
away and blown 
SNO 
into the smiti_ng 
after five 
little tree 
if learned darkness from 
our searched world 
Example 
i all! goi.ng to utter a tree , Nobody I shall stop 
me 
a wind has blown the rain away and blown/the 
sky away and all the leaves away , /and the 
trees stand . 
a wind has blown the rain/away and the leaves 
and the sky and the/trees stand ;/the trees . 
stand . The trees , /sudden1y walt against the 
moon ' s  fa9e . 
· 
Thick silence ) /b1ack�think 





for the stars have been/finished in the nobler 




little tree/little silent Christmas tree/ 
i will kiss your e�l bark 
. 
tho�ghtful trees .whom night hath pondered 




Vol . & No . 
Poems � p .  153 
Poems , p. 154 
Poems , p .  15 9  
Poems , · p • 2 0 3 
Poems , p .  2 5 5  
Poems , p .  312 
Poems , p .  3 6 7  
Poems , P-· 415 
Poems � p .  419 
Poems , . p • 4 21 
TABLE II-9 ( continued ) 
First Line Title 
when unto nights of 
autumn . do complain 
this is the garden : 
colours come and go ' ' . 
will suddenly trees leap 
from winter and will 
but o�serve ; alth�ugh 
you 
Spri.ng (side 
as freedom is a breakfast­
food 
if ( amo_ng 
trees/were in (give 
"sweet sprl?g is your 
Example 
when unto nights �f autumn do complain/ 
earth1 � ghastlier trees by whom Time measured 
is 
the slow deep trees perpetual of sleep 
will suddenly trees leap from winter and will/ 
the stabbi_ng music of your white youth , 
trees winterbrief 
i/have seen trees ( in/whose black bod/ ies 
leaves/hide -----
treebodies 
--time is a tree (this life one leaf) 
tree . is . voice 
t�ees/were in (give/give ) bud when to me/you/ 
made for by love/love said did/o no yes . 
not a tree . can count his leaves/each hersel£ 
by opening/but shining �ho by thousands mean/ 
only one' amazing thi'ng/ . . . 11 sweet spring 
is your/time is my t.im� is our/time • . .. . -" 
ex> 
I'V 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  423 
9 5 , No . 90 
TABLE II-9 ( continued ) 
First Line Title 
if everythhing happens that 
can1t be done 
rosetree , rosetree 
Example 
so world is a leaf so tree is a b�ugh 
rosetree , rosetree/--you ' re a song to see : 
whose/all (you 're a s_ight to si_ng)/  poems 
are openi_ng 
dreamtree ,  truthtree/tree of jubilee 
lovetree! least the/rose alive • • • /--a 
heart her each petal 
co 
w 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  35 
Poems , p .  135 
Poems , p .  136 
Poems , p .  1'+7 
Poems , p .  153 
Poems , p .  154 . 
Poems , p .  159 
Poems , . p .  255 
�. p .  287 
TABLE .II-10 
NATURE MOTIF : LEAF 
First Line Title 
th� glory is fallen out of 
into the smit�ng 
after fine 
it ' s  just . like a coffin ' s . 
if learned darkness from 
our searched world 
when unto nights of · autumn 
do coJ.JlPlain 
will suddenly trees leap 
£rom winter and will 
you 
mouse ) Won 
Example 
the last .�mmortal/leaf/is/dead and the gold/ 
year/a ·formal . spasm/in the/dust 
· 
0 hast/annihilator/drawing into you .my 
enchant�ng/l�aves 
· 
the language of leaves repeats/eventua� per­
fection · 
drifts between/tables like an old · leaf/ 
between toadstools 
----
if god should send the morning ; and before/ 
my" doubt�ng window leaves softly to stir , 
i do excuse me , love , to Death and Time/ 
storms and rough cold , wind ' s  menace and 
leaf ' s  griev�ng : 
the fr_agile skill/ of new leaves ' voices 
trees ( in/whose black bod/ies leaves/hide 
we/ ' ve/hidden him in A Leaf/and ,/Opening/ 




Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  303 
Poems , p .  367 
�' p .  3 8 9  
Poems , p .  3 90 
Poems , p .  401 
Poems , p .  415 
�' p .  423 
Poems , , p . 465 
�' No . 85 
TABLE II-10 ( continued )  
First Line Title . 
here ' s  to opening and up­
ward , to leaf and to sap 
as freedom is a breakfast­
food 
nonsun blob a 
it ' s  over a ( see j ust 
what if a much of a which 
of .a wind 
if { amo.ng 
if everything happens that 
can 1 t be do
.
ne 
when faces called flowers 
float out o£ · th� ground 
here pasture ends--
Example 
here ' s  to opening and upward , to leaf and to 
sap/and to your ( in my arms flowering so new ) 
self . whose eyes smell of the sound . ·of rain 
--time is a tree (this life one leaf) 
my are your/are birds our all/and · one gone/ 
away the they/leaf o� ghosts · 
Each why of a leaf says /(floating each how ) /  
you ' re which as to die/ (eac� green o f  a new ) 
what if a much of -� which of a wind/gives the 
truth to summer ' s  lie ; /bloodies with dizzying 
leaves the sun/ana ya�s immortal stars · aWry? 
each liv�ng ablaz� greenly th�ng/ 
is wi_ng 
so world is a leaf so tree . is a b�ugh 
when every leaf opens without any sound 
leaf 
until no least/leaf almost stirs/as never 
( i�fagainless depths/of silence) 
ro 
(.11 
Vol . & No . 
�' No . 87 
.z!, No . 46 
.z!, No . 49 
1!, No . 54 
I2_, No . 67 
TABLE I I-10 { contin�ed ) 
First Line Tit.le 
now (more near ourselves 
than we ) 
out of midsummer ' s  blazing 
most not �ight 
· 




enter no (silence is the 
blood whose flesh 
Example 
each leaf newer than can be 
leaf t�ig limb/ask every question t ime can ' t  
answer 
{ undaunted guest of dark most downwardness/ 
and marvellous�y self diminutive/whose uni­
verse a s�ngle leaf may · be ) 
not/numeraple leaves are/fall/ifng ) 
one dead leaf stirring makes a crash/--far 
away { as far as alive ) lies /april ; 
(X) 
m 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  2 5  
Poems , p .  2 6  
Poems , p .  54 
�' p .  61 
Poems , p .  134 
�-' p .  13 8 
Poems , p .  2 5 2  
Poems , p .  264 
Poems , p .  264 
TABLE II-11 
NATURE MOTIF : BIRD . 
First Line Title · 
my love 
listen 
the moon is hidi� in 
it may not always be so ; 
and i say 
of my 
Lady of Silence 
twi--/is--�ight bird 
is there a . flower ( whom 
my darli.ng wince 
Example 
thy head is a qui�k forest/filled with sleep­
i.ng b irds 
in my dream you had/desire to thwart me and 
became/a little bird and hid in a tree of 
tall marblel_fromagreat way i dist inguished/ 
si.ngi:ng 
· · 
cover her briefness in singing/close her with . 
intricate faint birds · · · 
Then shall i turn . my face , and bear one bird/ 
s�ng ter�ibly afar in the lost lands 
a street/there is/where . str�nge birds purr 
thr�ugh the sensible/�ight/a/quick bird 
twi--/is--Light bird/ful/--ly dar/kness eats/ 
a distance · ----
what bird has perfect fear/ ( o£ first deepest 
rare/quite who are your eyes 
darling( for only Nobody . knows/where truth 
grows why/birds fly · and/especially who t�e 
moon is . 
ro 
-1 
Vol . & No . 
Poems � p .  271 
Poems , p .  307 
Poems , p .  3 11 
Poems , p .  345 
Poems , p .  3 89 
�' p .  415 
� ' p .  418 
Poems , p .  421 
Poems , p .  423 
TABLE I I-11 ( continued ) 
First Lin� Title 
so standing , our eyes filled 
with win� , anq the 
swi ( /aGross.Jgold ' s 
at dusk/just when 
you shall above all things 
be: glad and yo�g . 
· 
nonsun blob a 
if ( arno_ng 
until and i heard 
life ·is more true than 
reason will deceive 
if everything happens that 
can r t be done 
Example 
notice how the keen ship lifts ( skilfully/ 
like some bird which is all birds· but rnQre 
fleet ) /herself �gainst . the air 
Swi/mm�ng/ ( w--a ) s  /bir/d , 
at dusk/j ust when/the L-ight is filled with 
birds 
· 
I ' d  rather learn from one bird how to sing/ 
than teach ten tho�and stars how not to 
dance 
my are your/are birds our a+l/and on� gone/ 
away 
every new/bird no b_i_gger than -to s.i?g 
i heard/a certain a bird/i . dreamed i could 
s�g/but like noth�ng/are the j oys/of his 
voice 
or does some littler bird than eyes can 
learn/ look up in silence and completely si�g? 
{ and birds si_ng sweeter/than books/tell how ) 
(X) 
(X) 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  4 6 5  
�' No . 87 
.z!, No . 1 
�, No . 2 
Zl• No . 11 
73 , No . 30 
TABLE II-11 ( continued) 
First Line Title 
when faces called flowers 
float out of th� ground 
now (more near ourselves 
than we ) 
0 the sun · comes up--up-­
up in the openi.ng 
f<>r any ruffian of the sky 
humble one _(gifted with 
one wintry afternoon 
Example 
all the pretty birds dive to the heart of the 
sky 
--
now(more near ourselves than -we )/is a bird 
singing in a tree , /who never sings the-saffie 
thing twice/and still that sing.ing ' s always 
hi� 
. . 
who sings for us for you , for me/for each leaf 
newer 'than can be : /and for his own (his love ) 
his dear/he s�ngs till everywhere is here 
(the all the/any me�ry every pretty each/bird 
sings birds sing/gay--be�-gay because to-----
day ' s  today ) · · -
fo� any ruffian of the sky/your kingbird 
doesn ' t  give · a damn/ . • •  he loves because 
he cannot fear/ (you see it in "the way he 
stands/and looks and leaps upon the air ) 
humble one (gifted with/illimitable j oy ) /bird 
sings love , .s every truth /beyonQ. all since and 
why/aski.ng no favor but/ • • .  to ·si.ng 
a fine not a coarse clown/ • . • and while 
never saying a word}who was anything but ­
dumb ;/since the silence of him/self sang like 




Vol . & No . 
7 3 , No . 3 3  
�' No . 43 
.zl, No . 47 
TABLE II-11 ( conti�ed ) 
Fii'st Line Title 
christ but they ' re few 
may i be_ gay 
without the mercy of 
Example 
god how he sings/the robin (who/ ' ll be silent 
in/a moon or two 
may i be gay/ like every lai'k/who lifts his 
life/from all the dark/who wings . his why/ 
beyond because/ and si_ngs an "if I of day tQ yes . 




Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  3 
Poems , p .  9 
Poems , p .  49 
Poems , p. 51 
Poems , p.  65 
Poems , p .  75 
Poems , p .  76 
TABLE II-12 
NATURE MOTIF : RAIN 
First Line Title 
Epithalamion 
( thee will i praise be­
tween those rivers whose 
but the other 
spring omnipotent goddess 
thou dost 
· 
your is the music for no 
instrument 
Take for example this : 
Example 
Thou aged unreluctant earth who dost/with 
quivering continual thighs invite/the thFill­
ing rai·n the s�ender paramour /to toy with thy 
e.xti'aoroinary lust , /  · 
( the sinuous rain which rising from thy bed/ 
steals to his wife the sky an4 ho� by hour/ 
wholly renews her pale flesh with delight ) 
a rain frailly �agi_ng whom the hills/s ink 
into 
. rain/fell ( as it will/in spring )jropes/of 
s ilve� glid�ng from sunny/thunder 
spring/ • • •  your hands/are the snow/and · thy 
f�ngers are the rain 
( if i have made songs iit does not great ly mat­
ter to the sun , nor will rain car-e/caut iously 
who prol�ngs /un�erious twi�ight) 
the rain or rather/Somebody who uses roofs and 
streets skilfully to �e a/possible and beau­
t i�l sound : 
the streets turn young with rain . 
(.() 
.... 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  117 
Poems , . p .  122 
�' p.  210 
Poems , p .  2 3 8  
Poems , p .  2 5 7  
Poems , p .  3 0 2  
Poems , p .  311 
Poems , pp . 367-
3 6 8  
Poems , ·P .  370 
Poems , p .  3 74 
TABLE II-12 · ( continued ) 
First Line Title 
it is funny , you will be 
dead some day� 
i have found what you are 
· like 
you are like the snow only 
i will cult ivate within 
when · rain whom fear 
move 
much i cannot ) 
whereli.ngs whenli.ngs 
anyone lived in a pretty 
how town 
my father moved th�ugh 
dooms of love 
Example 
the I'ain t s  face 
i have found what you are like/the rain ,/ (who 
feathers frightened fields /with the superior 
dust-of-sleep 
you are like • • • /the rain/only sweeter 
frailer 
----
Rain is no respecter of persons 
Rain comes ; /predicating forever , assuming/the 
laughter of aft�rwards--/i spirially under­
st.aJ;ld/what/touchi.ng means 
move/deeply , rain/ ( dream h:ugely ) 
least flowers of rain 
this now of the sky/ • • • dawn dark rain 
snow 
they sowed their isn ' t  they reaped their same/ 
sun moon stars rain 
hi� Ci?ger was as r.ight as rain 
(.() 
1\) 
Vol .  & No . 
Poems , p .  411 
�, No . 44-
�, . No . 82 
73 , No . 44 
TABLE I I-12 ( continued) 
First Line Title 
we love each other very 
dearly 
--l�ugh�ng to find 
now comes the good rain 
farmers pray ·for (anQ. 
Now i lay (with everywhere 
a!'Ound 
Example 
we love each other very dearly/ ,more/than 
rain-drops need sunbeams 
crying to lose/(as down someone/who ' s  we 
U?-irows )/a dream in the rain 
(here is the rain awaited by leaves with all/ 
their trees and by forests with all their 
-mountains ) 
(th� great dim deep sound/of rain ; and of 




Vol . -& No .. 
Poems , p .  5 
Poems , p .  13 
Poems , p .  14 
Poems , p .  80 
Poems , . p .  126 
Poems , p. 154 
Poems , p .  159 
Poems , p .  210 
Poems , p .  237 
TABLE II-13 
NATURE MOTIF : SNOW 
First Line Title 
Epithalamion 
whe� god lets my body be 
Puella Mea 
SNO 
let us tremble) a per­
sonal radiance sits 
this is the garden; 
colours come an� go , 
will suddenly trees leap 
from winter and will 
you are like the snow only 
i will cultivate within 
Example 
a s ilver sudden parody of snow/tickles the 
air t� golden tears 
will lay between their little .breasts/my 
str�ng f�gers beneath the snow 
my fragi�e lady wandering/in whose perishable 
poise/is the mystery of Spring/ (with her 
beauty more than snow/dexterous and fugitive/ 
my very lady drift�ng/distinctly · 
· 
SNO/a white idea (Listen/ • . .  tiny , angels 
sharpen ; themsel v_es/ (on/ air) I don ' t  spe.ak/ a 
white idea 
each street takes of shadowy/light the droll 
snowing delirium 
· 
absolute �ights like ·baths o� golden snow 
the unswift mouths of snow I ins.ignificantly . 
whisper 
you are like the � only/purer fleeter 





Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  303 
Poems , p .  361 
Poems , pp . 367-
368 
Poems , p .  370 
Poems , p .  3714-
Poems , p .  379 
Poems , . p .  367 
Poems , p .  4-00 
Poems , p .  4-01 
Poems , p .  4-08 
TABLE I I-13 ( continued ) 
First Li� Title 
here ' s  to opening and up­
ward , to leaf and to sap 
)when what hugs stopping 
earth than s·ilent is · 
wherel�ngs whenl�ngs 
anyone lived in a pretty 
how town 
my father moved through 
dooms of love 
· 
denied �ight ' s  face 
( "fire stop thief help 
murder save the world" 
when you are silent , 
shini�g host br guest 
what if a much of a which 
of a wind 
ope� green those 
Example 
here ' s  to silent certainly mountains ; and to/ 
a disappear�ng poet of always , snow/and to 
morni.ng . 
until out of merely not nothing comes/only on 
one snowflake ( and we speak o·ur names 
this now of the sky/ . • • dawn dark rain 
snow 
and only the snow can begin to explain/how 
children are apt to f��get to remember 
he ' d  l�ugh and build a world with snow 
rains � . grey snow/of motherly same 
god whispered him a snowflake 
snowingly enfold�n� glory 
what if a keen of a lean .wind flays/screaming 
hills with sleet and snow/ . . .  stifles 
· .  
forests . with white �g� 





Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  412 
Poems , p. 416 
Poems , p .  466 
�, No . 4 
95 , No . 6 
2.?_, No . 21 
�' No . 40 
95 , No . 44 
7 3 , No . 5 
21_, No . 44 
.?!' No . 61 
TABLE I I-13 ( continued ) 
Fii'St Line Title 
all ignorant toboggans in-
to know 
· · 
these (whom ; pretends 
now all the fingers of 
this tree ( darli.ng) have 
this man ' s  heart 
spirit -co�ossal 
j oys faces friends 
s ilence 
--la:ughi.ng to find 
the first of all my dreams 
was of 




winter ' s  not forever , even snow/melts 
snowing/by upward with Joy 
foreveri.ng snow 
a snowflake twi-/sts/ , on/its way to now/ -here 
snowily nowheres/of winter his . silence 
while nobody/ (and stars moon/ sun fall rise 
come.J-go rain snow ) /remembers 
( inquiry before � 
--laughing to find/anyone ' s  blind/ ( like m� 
like you) /except in snow--
�ical/foreverfully fa�li.ng snow 
given is how beautifully s�ow 
snowflake/ • . . is .upon a gra/v/es/t/one 
lD 
en 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  3 
Poems , p .  63 
�' p .  74 
Poems , p .  7 5  
Poems , p .  117 
Poems , p .  122 
Poems , . p .  210 
Poems , p .  271 
TABLE II-14 
NATURE MOT IF :  WIND 
First Line Title 
Epithalamion 
a wind has blown the rain 
away and blows 
the wind is a Lady with 
it is ·funny , you will be 
dead some day 
i have found what you are 
like 
suppos�ng .i dreamed this ) · 
.so standing , our eyes 
filled w�th �in4 , anq the 
Example 
Wind beautifully who wanderest/over smooth 
pages of forgotten j oy /proving the peaceful 
theorems of flowers 
· 
a wind has blown the rain �way and blown/the 
sky away and all the leaves away , /and the 
trees stand . I think i too have known/ 
autumn too l�ng 
the . wind is a Lady with/bright slender eyes 
(who/moves )  at sunset/and who--touches--the/ 
hills without any reason 
wind being a lady in a green/dress ,  who ; 
touches ;
. 
the fields/ (at sunset ) 
the rich improbable hands of the wind 
wields/easily the pale club of the wind 
you are a house around which/ i am a wind 
our eyes filled with wind 
U) 
....,J 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  401 
73 , No . 54 
72_, No . 67 
TABLE II-14 ( continued ) 
First Line Title 
what if a much of a which 
of a wind 
timeless 
enter no ( si�ence is the 
blood whose flesh 
Example 
what if a much of a which of a wind/gives the 
truth to summer ' s  lie ; /bloodies the dizzying 
leaves the sun/and yanks immortal stars awry? 
what if a keen of a lean wind flays/screaming 
hills with sleet and snow : /strangles valleys 
by ropes of thing/and stifles forests in 
white �go? 
· 
all itcreati.ng wind · 





Vol .  & No . 
Poems , p .  33 
Poems , p .  37 
Poems , p.  38 
Poems , p .  64 
Poems , p .  76  
Poems , p .  ll8 
Poems , p .  125 
Poems , p .  127 
PQems , p .  157 
TABLE II-15 
� 
NATURE MOTIF : MOON 
First Line Title 
if i believe 
0 Dist-ant 
your little voice/over the 
wires came leap�ng 
a thing most new complete 
f�agile intense 
Take f"()r example this : 
utterly and amus ingly i am 
pash · 
a blue woman with sticking 
out breasts h�g�ng 
· 
the mind is its own beauti� 
ful prisoner . 
i hqve seen her a stealth­
ily frail 
Example 
moon and sunset/stars and flowers/gold cres-




the minute moon/is a remarkable splinte� in 
the quieklof twi�ight 
( the new moon/fills abruptly with sudden 
silver/these torn pickets of lame and begging 
colour ) 
· · · 
timid lewd/moon plunge skilfully into the 
hill . 
-- . 
mmmoon , begins to drool/softly , in the hot 
alley � · 
the sticky moon/open�ng in dusk her new 
· w�ngs 
the moon is like a floating silver hell/a 
so.ng �adolescent ivory · 
c.D 
c.D 
Vo.l " & No . 
Poems , p .  203 
Poems , p.  205  
Poems , p .  216 
Poems , p .  218 
Poems , p .  243 
Poems , p .  2 5 2  
Poems , p .  2 5 6  
Poems , p .  262  
TABLE II-lS · ( continued ) 
First Line Title 
but observe ; alth�ugh 
the moon looked into my 
window 
i_ go to this window 
touching you i say ( it 
bei_ng ·spri.ng 
in a middle of a room 
twi--/is --Light bird 
i met a man under the ·moon 
lady will you come with me 
into · 
Example 
now for a moon/· to squat in first darkness/-­
a little moon-thinn�r than/m�mory/faint/-er/ 
than all the whys/which lurk/between your 
naked shoulderblades . 
the moon looked into my win4ow/it to�ched me 
with its small hands/and with curling infan-
tile f�ngers 
· 
the. little hands withdrew , j erkily , them­
selves/quietly they began playing with a 
button/the moon smil�d she/ let go my vest and 
crept/t�ugb the window 
· 
i see the ne� moon/thinner than a hair 
. the moon if you ' ll/notice follows us like a 
b_ig yellow d.og 
there ' s  the moon , there is something faithful 
and mad 
---- · 
a moon swims �ut of a cloud 
(moon . �egins The/ )/now , es� hills er dream ; 
i met a man under the moon/on Sunday . 
Clocks strike . · The/moon ' s . round , through 
the window 
' · � 
C> 
0 
Vol . & No . 
Poems , p .  264 
Poems , p. 277 
Poems , p .  277 
�' p.  324 
Poems , p.  366 
Poems , p.  368  
Poems , p.  370 
Poems , p .  379 
�·' p .  411 
... 
TABLE II-15 ( continued ) 
First Line Title 
my darl�ng since 
mOOn Over tOwns mOOn 
moon over gai 
come ( all you mischief--
these people socalled were 
no� given hearts 
wherel�ngs whenl�ngs 
anyone lived in a pretty 
how town 
denied n_ight ' s face _ 
we love each other very 
dearly 
Example 
darling ( for only Nobody knows/w�re truth 
grows· why/birds fly and/especially who the 
moon is . 
mOOn Over tOwns mOOn/whisper/less creature 
huge grO/pingness/whO perfectly whO/flOat/ 
n·ewiy alOne· 
finally and always , the iflike moon over 
mov�ng/me--thel� 
0 : /m/o/o/n/o 
nobody/can sell �he Moon to the ) moon 
which may your million selves and my suffice/ 
to through the only mystery of love/become 
while every su� goes round its moon 
moon/ ' s  whis-/per/in sunset 
they sowed their isn ' t  they - reaped the ir 
same/sun moon stars rain 
i br�ng you peaee/the moon of day 
sweet this creative never known/Complexity 
was born before the moon/before . God wished 
Himself into a rose � 
0 
...... 
Vol . & No .. 
Poems , p .  429 
P-oems , p .  468 
�, No . 21 
�' No . 50 
95 , No . 51 
7 3 , No . 38  
TABLE II-15 ( continued) 
First Line Title 
this {let ' s  remember) day 
died .again and 
luminous tendril of celes­
tial wish 
j�y� faces friends 
o (rounD) moon , how 
f 
silently if , out of not 
knowable 
Example 
li vi.ngest the i�inable moon 
dreamslender exquisite white firstful flame/ · 
--new moon 
while nobody/ ( anq stars �sun fall rise 
colf!e.fgo rain snow )remembers 
o (rounD ) moon 
m/oo/n( /poor shadoweaten 






Whenever a new - study of literature is made , one of the first 
questions asked of it is , what new kno�ledge has been added ' to the body 
of literary criticism? There have been a numbe� of studies · of · Cummings ' 
unusu�l poetic technique . Norman . Friedman ' s  first study · of ·Cummings ' 
relates the content to the techniqu� ; but his book does not clearly 
delineate Cummings ' basic view of · life . In fact , Friedman , merely sug­
gests through understatement that Cummings has a vision serious enough 
to form the basis. of a lyriQal poetry .
l 
Friedman ' s  second book is con� 
cerned with the growth . of · the poet . Barry Marks . studie$ primari�y the 
poet ' s  aesthetics , and hi� book gives valuable insight · into the inten� 
tions of Cummings . The present study is indebted to Friedman and . Marks . 
But both critioe attempt t o, cover all the elements pf both style and · 
content . The latest book-lenzth study , th�t of Robert Wegner , focuses 
on the overall significance of love in Cummings ' poetry . Tnis thesis 
is indebted to Wegner ' s  interpretation of the philosophical and spiritual , 
nature of . Cummings ' concept of · love . Wegner· states his general aim :  
My purpose · in . this book i s  t o  present an .appreciation o� 
Cummings as a po�t � I pave not made lists , graphs ,  or . . 
chart·s .  I have · simply . commented upon those elements in the 
prose and poetry of Cummings that have interested me . • •  · 2 
�Frie4man , e .  e .  cumminis :  the i!£! � his poetry ,  p .  4 .  
2 Wesnei' , p .  ll . 
10 3 
104 
If a crit ic�sm is to be made of Wegner ' s  study , it is th�� he overemphaT 
sizes the philosophy of love , while having a broad p�rpose and a loose 
structure in his book . If he meant tG claim so much for the case of � 
love in Cumrni.ngs ' wri ti.ng , the� he ought to have clearly :indicated . 
Cummi.ngs ' basic vision . And · it would appear that further analysis , such 
as the motif tabulatio�s of this thesis , is necessary before a statement 
of Cummings ' universe can . be · m�de -
One thing ·is olear . None 'of the boo�- length studies have dis-
palled the diversity of critic•l · opin�on regarding Cummings ' worth as a 
poet , or even what he meant to dQ . It would appear that there should be , 
some general consensus about the poet ' s  intentions . before · any judgment 
could be made . As we saw in the Introduction , there is great disagree-
ment among the critics . Sherry Mangen says that Cummings reduces his 
existential ·now to " ·  • •  negat ion and ;r'ej ection • . • •  " 3 It app�ars , 
however , that the motifs of time show that even . on the simplest level 
Cummingf5 is quite posi.ti ve in his use of "now , "  "moment , "  and "day" and 
in his affirmation of "spring" over "winter" and · life over death . Arthos 
feels that Cumm�ngs ' im�ges ar� unsupported .by losie .
4 
The mot if. tables 
reveal that there is much logic--n�t scientific t but poetic or literary--
to many .of Cummings ' images .  Then there is the often-voiced criticism 
that Cummings is too wrapped up in his own private world .  Southworth 
2 Wepex- , p .  ll . 
3
Horton .and Mangen , p .  9 0 . 
4 · 
Arthos , pp . 380-381 -
10 5 
5 says that Cumminss is too concerned with self . A chara9teristic of a . 
lyrical poet , and Cummings has been called that many times , is that he 
is subj ective , or pe�sonal . Also traditional · is the idea that each 
writer creates only from his own highly personal , outlook . Besides , a 
mystic poet , which Cummings has also been called , is ultimately concerned 
with the self in all its physical and spiritu�l vicis$itu�e$ . Ha,rriet 
Monroe says that Cummi.ngs " • • .  tires the reader with intricate intel­
lectual acrobatics which scarcely repay one for puz�ling out their motiv� 
over . the slippery typographica1 . stepping-stone� . "
6 · And ' the typography , 
while gla�ing and shocking at tim�s , is not . the main element · of · either 
Cummings ' o�iginality or style ; therefore , to j �dge by his unusual tech-
nique is to use the wrong criterion . As for some of the most extreme 
cases of bizarre techniques , they are usually no more iltlportant than any 
experimentation with fqrm ever is . And out qf experiments very often 
come the freshly cloaked truths .  William Carlos Williams makes an 
important observation when he says , 
We give the artist freedom requiring only that he use it to say 
whatever he chooses to say . We do not suppress him when he 
happens to-say something which we dislike or to which we are 
for various reasons officiallr or individually opposed . " 7 
What Cummings says is mystical and visionary . A n�e� of 
critics have s_uggested that Cummings has a vision that is beyond the 
physical . or tangible . Wegner says , "His basic thesis is that only those 
5 James G .  Southworth , Some Modern American Poets ( Oxford , 1950 ) , 
p .  136 . 
6 Monroe , p .  22 . 
7
rrom William Carlos Williams , "E . E ,  Cummings , "  Evergreen Review 
( Winter , 1959 ) ,  pp . 214- 216 . 
in love are alive an.d in . harmony with the uni:verse ; that lack of love 
accounts for every misinterpretation of : life . " 8 Kazin comments ,  
More and more , in Cummings ' recent books , one sees how this 
belief in imagination , that ability to see life from within , 
has enabled him to develop , out of the provocative . mannerism of 
his early life , a verse that is like lyric shorthand--extr�":' 
ordinarily elastic , light , fresh , and resonant of : feeling . 
l06 
Wesolek says that Cummi_ngs '  " . • • success depend$ upon his supraview of 
nature • . • 
·
• n10 One belief that helps form this study is that in 
order to - understand Cumminss and the�efore · evaluat� him , one must be 
aware of C�;i_ngs ' "supraview of nature" which i$ an ipherent part of 
his poetry . It is the contention of this thesis that a study of the 
motifs of t�me and nature in Cummings ' poetry is important . in an - under-
standing of the poet ' s  vision . 
In Cummings ' poetry the motifs suggest and imply his vision , 
There are poems that express the basest of human feelings , for this is 
reality . We emerge from an extensive reading of Cummings ' poetry with a 
picture . of a man who has his man-desires and impulsive actions but who 
nonetheless · feels a kinship with the ·creating force that made him . 
Cummings gives us a piotu�e of th� world - that includes both man and -his 
god � The images or motifs of his poetry , considered collectively , 
reflect his vision . 
8 
Wegner , p .  48 . 
9
l<azin , p . 59 .  
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